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ABSTRACT 

The objective of this thesis is to describe the 

implementation of a 3D solid modeler using Object Oriented 

Programming (OOP) in Turbo Pascal. The database structure 

used in its implementation is described and examples are 

presented. The menu driven OOP modeler permits the 

construction of mechanical systems consisting of many 

complex elements, while allowing relative translation and 

rotation between elements. OOP applied to geometric 

modeling is a very attractive alternative, because it 

results in a more concise and straightforward program 

structure. Inheritance and encapsulation characteristics 

of OOP code make for fast and easy implementation of major 

changes. The dynamic modeling of an engine variable valve 

timing mechanism is presented as an example. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Solid modelling is important in mechanical engineering 

design. It is particularly useful in the simulation of 

mechanical systems consisting of many complex elements having 

relative translation and rotation between them. Also, solid 

modelling makes it possible to emulate and optimize systems 

without the need to actually build and test them. Design 

concepts, clearances and the geometry of the design are easily 

checked by a designer who is able to shift viewpoints with 

respect to the system under examination. This type of 

simulation is relatively common nowadays, especially as 

regards implementation in a microcomputer andjor workstation 

environment. Thus, mechanical systems are integrated by 

combining objects or machine elements that interact between 

them, responding as a system to different external inputs in 

a computational environment. These objects or machine 

elements making up these systems have much in common, allowing 

the development of a general set of machine element 

characteristics. General data fields, procedures and 

functions may then be defined so as to permit particularizing 

and manipulating general machine elements. This leads to a 

simplification of the analysis, simulation and synthesis of 

these complex mechanical systems. 

The recent advent of Object Oriented Programming (OOP) 

languages seems to provide a handy framework for the 

implementation of a solid modeler to efficiently satisfy the 

needs briefly outlined above. Central to this task is the 

structured approach required by OOP for the solution of 

problems. Encapsulation allows the integration of both the 

physical characteristics and the activities of the machine 

elements under one structure; inheritance results in a solid 

and robust geometric database, and allows an easy and elegant 
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way of handling code changes, additions and optimization: 

and, polymorphism gives birth to concise code implementation 

where virtual methods save writing the same procedure twice. 

Once a machine element object with its characteristics and 

actions has been defined, a system can easily be built up from 

the combination of these elements. The basic characteristics 

of a machine element consists of its geometrical description 

and its absolute position with respect to a global frame of 

reference. For example, the geometry of a three-dimensional 

object may be built up from the grouping of planar polygons. 

Therefore, the geometric data structure is integrated by 

points and the relations between them to form polygons, 

elements, and systems of elements. 

Thus, the objective of this thesis is to describe the 

implementation of a 30 solid modeler using OOP in Turbo 

Pascal. The database structure used in its implementation is 

described and examples are presented. This menu-driven 

modeler permits the construction of mechanical systems 

consisting of many complex elements, while allowing relative 

translation and rotation between elements. The program 

structure is described and all the constituent objects are 

explained including simple examples for most of their 

activities, and a final general example that shows the 

animation capabilities of the system. 

This thesis is divided in the following parts: First a 

chapter about Object Oriented Programming where the main 

principles behind this programming technique are described, 

and its advantages over the conventional structured 

programming technique for solid modeling purposes are 

summarized. The next chapter is a review of the solid 

modeling techniques and algorithms, and it includes the 

criteria for the selection of these algorithms for a 

microcomputer environment. The following chapter describes 
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the actual solid modeler code implementation with examples for 

most its methods. Finally, the last chapter describes the 

modeling of an engine variable valve timing mechanism from the 

generation of its parts to its assembly and animation. 
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CHAPTER II 

OBJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING 

In this chapter, the object oriented programming (OOP) 

technique is described. First, the advantages of OOP over 

structured programming are discussed. Then the main object 

oriented programming concepts like encapsulation, inheritance 

and polymorphism are introduced. Finally, the application of 

this OOP tools to solid modeling is addressed. 

2.1 Structured Programming 

Structured programming is the most common used technique 

in the design of computer programs. Under this scheme, the 

problem to be solved is first abstractly divided into static 

data and dynamic operations. These two independent parts of 

the program are coded and stored in separate program segments. 

Throughout the program, the dynamic operations perform actions 

over the static data structures. This way of programming 

evolved from the primitive computer methods for processing 

numeric information, and has its foundations in aspects like 

memory and processor efficiency. However, the phenomena 

abstraction process is different in most of the areas where 

computers are used as tools. This structured programming 

technique requires a complex abstraction process. The 

designer of computer programs has to perform a translation 

between the real-life and the programming way of thinking. 

For example, in engineering, the designer of systems deals 

with machine elements that can be divided in both data and 

responses to external input. The data can be either 

geometrical properties like shape, position, and orientation; 

or physical and mechanical properties like color, appearance, 

or ultimate strength. The responses to the system input are 

in the form of displacement, deformation and actions on 

neighboring elements. Using the structured programming 

approach to model the system, the resulting code will be 
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divided into two independent sections: the data section and 

the functions section. Therefore, two abstraction processes 

are required: From the real phenomena to the model and from 

the model to its computer implementation. 

2.2 Object Oriented Programming Principles 

Object oriented programming is a simpler and real world 

like way of programming where the model data and actions are 

grouped under the same program structure called object. There 

has been a growing interest in the OOP technique of organizing 

computer database structures because it allows a simpler and 

more human like way of coding physical phenomenon. The use of 

this method simplifies the simulation process of a given 

phenomena. Since the model is already described as an object 

structure, the simulation will require only one abstraction 

process: from the real life phenomena to the model. The 

cornerstones of this programming strategy are: encapsulation, 

inheritance and polymorphism. This OOP characteristics will 

be described in more detail further in this chapter. 

2.2.1 Encapsulation 

The first principle of OOP is encapsulation. It consists 

in the grouping of data fields and methods under the same 

object structure. The first advantage of this is the order 

introduced in the program structure. This characteristic has 

been previously explained by making an analogy with a theater 

play [Borl88]. In this analogy all the objects are described 

as actors that not only have physical properties like costumes 

and makeup, but also perform actions like walking, singing, 

talking, and running. The director of the play asks each 

actor to perform certain activities in sequence according to 

their role, and the sum of these performances is the play. In 

Figure 2.1, a simplified division of the properties of an 

actor is presented. Following this order of ideas applied to 

programming, all the objects in a program will have both data 
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Object: 

Data fields: 

Methods: 

Figure 2.1. 

Actor 

Height, ~eight, Age, 

Color_Eyes, Color_Hair, 

Tone_of_Voice, 

Shirt, Pants, Shoes, 

Mustache, Glasses 

~alk, Run, Stop, 

Stand_up, Sit_down, 

Talk, Look, Listen, 

Sing, Shout, ~hisper, 

Sleep, Eat ••• 

Abstraction of an Actor as an Object. 
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and methods, and the main program will be created from an 

organized structured combination of them. An advantage of 

this OOP characteristic is the elegance induced in the coding 

process. This is because the programming abstraction process 

is more similar to the human approach to the solution of 

problems. 

2.2.2 Inheritance 

The second characteristic of OOP structures is called 

inheritance. The main idea behind it is that data structures 

can be organized hierarchically [Wiss90]. Complex objects 

evolve from simpler ones, inheriting the characteristics of 

its ancestors and adding specialized data fields and methods. 

This leads to a hierarchical classification of the objects in 

classes and subclasses. The objects in the top of the 

hierarchical tree will be simpler than the ones in the bottom, 

and their data fields and methods will be shared by its 

descendants. This can be seen in Figures 2.2 and 2.3, where 

a circle and a rectangle objects are defined from a simpler 

point in the screen object. The circle and rectangle objects 

descend from the point in the screen object, and therefore 

inherit its data fields. A point in the screen is defined by 

two integer values giving its coordinates in the screen. A 

circle is defined by a center point and a radius. Using the 

inheritance characteristic of OOP, the circle object is 

declared as a descendant of the point object, and as a result 

it inherits the point data fields. The end result is that the 

only additional data field that needs to be declared in the 

circle object is the radius. The case of the rectangle is 

similar. A rectangle is defined by an initial point and width 

and height values. The rectangle object is declared as a 

descendant of the point object, and the only additional data 

fields declared are the width and height. This inheritance 

characteristic of OOP is also used with the methods of an 

object. 
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X, y X, y 

Recto.ngle Circle 

Figure 2.2. Simple Graphic Objects. 
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Point Object 

X, Y: Integers; 

Procedure Show; Virtual; 

Procedure Hide; 

Procedure Move(Delta:Point); 

End; 

Circle : Object (Point); 

Rad: Real; 

Procedure Show; Virtual; 

End; 

Rectangle : Object (Point); 

Height, Yidth : Integer; 

Procedure Show; Virtual; 

End; 

{Screen Coordinate Values} 

{Method to show a Point> 

{Method to hide a Point} 

{Method to move a Point} 

{Radius> 

{Method to show a Circle} 

{Height and Yidth Values} 

{Method to show a rectangle> 

Figure 2.3. Code of Simple Graphic Objects. 
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2.2.3 Polymorphism 

The descendants of an object inherit both the data fields 

and the methods from its ancestors. This allows the 

descendant objects to use the methods declared in its 

ancestors. However, there are instances where the 

implementation of a method in the descendant objects is 

different than the implementation of the same method in its 

ancestor. Therefore, the ancestor method has to be overridden 

by the descendant method. The polymorphism characteristic of 

OOP allows a virtual method implementation. This means that 

a method with the same name can be declared at different 

levels in the object hierarchical tree. For this purposes, a 

virtual method look-up table is created at program run time 

[ Borl88] . When an object makes a call to a method, this 

virtual method look-up table is used to find out whether the 

object contains the method that is being called. If this 

method is not found, then the object hierarchical tree path is 

searched until a method with the same name is found. This can 

be seen in more detail in Figures 2.4 and 2.5. In Figure 2.4, 

an ideal object hierarchical tree is depicted, and the method 

search path is shown. In Figure 2.5, the point, circle, and 

rectangle methods are implemented. The point object has three 

methods: show, hide and move. On the other hand, both the 

circle and rectangle objects have only one method: the show 

method. The result is a reduction in the code size, i.e., the 

circle and rectangle objects have only one instead of three 

methods. If the structured programming approach were used, 

the circle and the rectangle objects would have had their own 

versions of the show, hide and move methods. However, by 

using the inheritance and polymorphism characteristics of OOP, 

the only extra methods that need to be defined are the circle 

and rectangle show methods. This economy in code is 

practically implemented as follows: The point hide method 

uses the show method, and the move method uses the show and 

the hide methods. Hiding an object is equivalent to drawing 
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Point 

Do. to. fields 

Methods 

Recto.ngle Circle 

Do. to. fields Do. to. fields 

Methods Methods 

Figure 2.4. Object Hierarchy Tree. 
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Procedure Point.Show; 
Begin 

Putpixel(X,Y,~hite); 

Eoo; 

Procedure Point.Hide; 

Begin 

Eoo; 

Set~riteMode(XORPut); 

Show; 

Set~riteMode(NormPut); 

Procedure Point.Move(Delta:Point); 

Begin 

Eoo; 

Hide; 

X :=X+ Delta.X; 

Y := Y + Delta.Y; 

Show; 

Procedure Circle.Show; 

Begin 

Graph.Circle(X,Y,Rad); 

Eoo; 

Procedure Rectangle.Show; 

Begin 

Graph.Bar(X,Y,~idth,Height); 

Eoo; 

{Method to show a point} 

{Show using its coordinates} 

{Method to hide a point} 

{Change the Foreground aoo Backgrouoo colors} 

{Show it} 

{Restore original colors} 

{Method to move a point} 

{Erase the point} 

{Change its coordinates} 

{Show it in its new location} 

{Method to show a circle} 

{Use the radius to show it} 

{Method to show a rectangle} 

{Use the ~idth and Height} 

Figure 2.5. Point, Circle and Rectangle methods 
implementation. 
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it in the screen background color. The point hide method uses 

the graphical subroutine Setwritemode that changes the screen 

foreground and background colors. Since both the circle and 

rectangle objects are descendant from the point object, both 

are able to call the point move method. When the circle 

object calls the move method, it also calls the circle show 

and hide methods. When calling the show and hide methods at 

run time, the virtual method look-up table is used to find out 

whether the circle object owns its own show and hide methods. 

For the show method, the answer will be positive; and 

therefore, the circle show method will be called. For the 

hide method, the answer will be negative; and therefore, the 

point hide method will be called. 

2.3 Benefits of Using OOP 

The results of using OOP in the previous example are the 

elimination of code repetition and the creation of complex 

objects from simpler ones. Elegance is also induced in the 

program by the encapsulation of data and methods in a single 

structure. These characteristics show the advantages of OOP 

over the structured programming approach. Its use for 

modelling purposes reduces both the implementation time and 

the source code size, and its inheritance characteristic leads 

to an easier code reutilization scheme, which means a 

reduction in the cost of code maintenance. 
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CHAPTER III 

COMPUTER ANIMATION 

This chapter describes the computer animation techniques. 

First the image creation process is described. Then the 

computer animation elements are presented. These computer 

animation elements are the modeling techniques, the motion 

control techniques and the image synthesis techniques. 

Finally the OOP approach to computer animation is analyzed. 

3.1 Elements of Computer Animation 

Computer animation is the process of creating sequences 

of computer generated images to emulate a physical phenomenon. 

It consists of three processes as shown in Figure 3.1. The 

modeling part deals with the creation, modification and 

manipulation of the geometric elements of the model. The 

image synthesis part is the actual process of displaying the 

image in the computer screen. The motion control part 

controls the interactions among the constituent elements of 

the system [Wyvi90]. 

3.1.1 Modeling Techniques 

The modeling techniques are used to create, modify and 

manipulate the geometric objects that form the system. The 

different modeling approaches can be classified according to 

the way they generate geometric objects [JoyK88]. In Figure 

3.2 a simple classification scheme is presented. Three main 

groups of modeling techniques are defined: volume models, 

surface models and generative processes. 

3.1.1.1 Volume Models 

Volume models generate geometric elements using 

information about its volume. The most representative 

technique under this classification is Constructive Solid 

Geometry ( CGS) . This technique generates the objects from the 
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CQ}iiPUTER ANIMATION 

~~IODEUNG 

TECHNIQUES 
I~1AGE ~10TION 

SYNTHESIS CONTROL 

-

TECHNIQUES TECHNIQUES 

Figure 3.1. Computer Animation Elements. 
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1viODEUNG TECHNIQUES 

VOLU:ME 
:tviODELS 

I 
Consh·ue:tive 

Solid 

Geometry 

I 
SURFACE 
:MODELS 

I 

Polygon Functional 

Meshes Surfaces 

I 
GENERATIVE 

PROCESS 
I 

Fractals 

Figure 3.2 Modeling Techniques. 
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combination of primitive solids like cubes, cylinders, 

spheres, torae, cones, and pyramids. The objects are created 

by performing boolean operations like union and intersection 

of these primitive solids. 

3.1.1.2 Surface Models 

Surface models store information about the surface of the 

objects. Since the surface of an object is its boundary, this 

type of modeling technique is refereed to as Boundary 

Representation (BRep). The generation procedure divides first 

the surface of the object in a discrete list of 3D points. 

These points are then joined by either a mesh of polygons or 

as algebraic curves. The mesh of polygons approach links co

planar points to form polygons. The data of the object are 

stored as a list of its constituent polygons. The second 

approach, also called functional surfaces approach, uses 

spline curves to link the object points. As a result a 

smoother curved appearance is given to the surface of the 

object. The generation of the objects using this scheme can 

be done in different ways. One of them is an extrusion-like 

process. The main idea behind this process is to slice the 

object, and then divide these slices in polygons. The 

implementation of this generation process uses a generation 

polygon and projects it through an arbitrary spatial path. 

Lateral polygons are created along this projection path, thus 

representing the surface of the object. The shape of the 

projected polygon can be modified each projection step in 

order to change the shape of the object. An example of this 

process is presented in Figure 3.3. In this example, the 

generation polygon is a circle. This circle is projected 

along a line, with its size being modified each projection 

step. The final object is the representation of an internal 

combustion engine valve. 

17 



Figure 3.3 Construction of a Geometric Object Using 
Extrusion-like Process. 
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3.1.1.2 Generative Processes 

Generative process use the mathematical theory of 

fractals to create objects. This process is called 

generative, because the mathematical formulation dynamically 

creates the object. This method of creating an image is used 

for nature-like scenes. 

3. 4. 

An example is presented in Figure 

3.1.2 Image Synthesis Techniques 

The image synthesis techniques display the image of the 

model in the output screen. There are four processes involved 

in the synthesis of an image: object's visibility 

determination, creation of illumination effects, creation of 

shading effects, and creation of surface texture effects. 

Image synthesis 

nature (JoyK88]. 

techniques are discrete or continuous in 

In Figure 3.5, a simplified image synthesis 

classification is presented. This classification is based on 

whether the image synthesis process is done at the screen 

pixel level or at the object polygon level. The discrete 

image synthesis techniques generate frames by calculating the 

color value of each pixel on the computer screen. Every 

object in the system has a different color value for every 

pixel on the computer screen. The general display pixel color 

value is given by the object whose projection at given 

viewpoint parameters is closest to this pixel. This involves 

an object depth sorting process. The image synthesis 

techniques can be classified according to the graphical unit 

used as a base for this sorting process. 

3.1.2.1 Pixel Level 

Pixel-level image synthesis techniques calculate the 

color value for each pixel on the screen (JoyK88]. There are 

three main algorithms: Ray tracing, Z buffer, and Scan line. 

In Figure 3.6, the pseudo code of these algorithms is 

presented. The ray tracing algorithm has its foundations in 
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Figure 3.4. Fractal (Tree). 
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IlVfAGE SYNTHESIS TECHNIQUES 
I 

I I 
PIA.'"EL 
LEVEL 

Z Scan 

rraeing OnffL•r line 

SURFACE 
LEVEL 

I 
Painters 

AJgoriUun 

CONTINUOUS 
ALGORITHl\1S 

I 

Scan Area/Vol 

Plane SuLdivision 

Figure 3.5. Image Synthesis Techniques. 
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Image Synthesis Techniques 

Painter's Algorithm: 
Sort Objects by Z, for all objects ~ 

for all covered pixels (X,Y) ~ 
paint H 

Ray Tracing Algorithm: 
For all pixels (X,Y) ~ 

for all objects ~ 
trace a ray to compare Z H 

Z Buffer Algorith1n: 
For all objects ~ 

for all covered pixels (X,Y) ~ 
compare Z H 

Scan Line Algorithm: 
Sort objects by Y, for all Y ~ 

sort objects by X, for all X ~ 
compare Z H 

Figure 3.6. Image Synthesis Algorithms. 
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optics. The main idea behind it is to trace the path of rays 

of light from the light source to every object in the system. 

The reflection of these rays from the objects to the view 

window is the image. For practical implementation purposes, 

the opposite ray path is followed. Thus, rays are traced from 

every pixel in the screen through a focal point to all the 

objects in the system. The intersection points of these rays 

with every object in the system are calculated. The smaller 

the distance between this intersection point and the pixel in 

the screen, the closer the object is to the screen. The pixel 

color value is given by the closest object to it. The hidden 

line removal process ends here. The ray tracing process can 

continue to trace the reflected rays of light until the light 

source is reached. This process is used in the generation of 

illumination and shadow effects. Surface texture effects can 

also be created using this process. The ray tracing algorithm 

is shown in Figure 3.6. The image is created by performing a 

ray tracing procedure for each pixel on the output screen. 

The z buffer algorithm creates the computer image by drawing 

all the objects on the screen one at a time. It compares the 

depth values of the objects at each pixel, and keeps the pixel 

color value corresponding to the object closest to the screen. 

The scan line algorithm sorts first the objects in the x and 

y directions and then compares the depth of the objects at 

every pixel. 

3.1.2.2 Surface Level 

surface-level image synthesis techniques create the image 

by sorting the constituent polygons of every object by depth 

and then painting the area covered by these polygons beginning 

with the farthest one. This technique is called painters 

algorithm because it paints polygons one over another. It is 

generally faster than the pixel-level techniques, because the 

number of depth calculations required is proportional to the 

number of polygons of the system. 
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3.2 OOP Approach to Computer Animation 

The use of the OOP abstraction process simplifies 

computer animation. Using OOP, the translation between the 

modeling and the coding steps is smoother. This can be 

explained by making an analogy between computer animation and 

a theater play [Rodr91]. In Figure 3.7, a scheme of this 

analogy is presented. In a theater play, there are three 

main elements: the actors, the stage, and the play. The 

actors perform on the stage in the order set by the play. In 

computer animation, the actors are the geometric objects that 

compose the system; the stage is the display window and the 

display parameters; and the play is the motion parameters for 

the system. This calls for an abstraction of the computer 

animation problem in two components: actors and stage. These 

components are described next. 

3.2.1 Actors as Objects 

Figure 3.8 presents the abstraction as an object of an 

element of computer animation. This abstraction has two 

parts: The data fields part and the methods part. In the data 

fields part all the physical characteristics of the object are 

included. The data fields of an actor in a theater play are 

his or her physical characteristics like height, weight, size, 

make up, position, and so on. For a geometric object these 

physical characteristics include position, geometry and 

colors. The methods part groups the actions that the actor 

perform. For a theater play actor these actions include 

dressing, moving, talking, singing, and so on. For a 

geometric object in a computer animation model, some of these 

actions are: generation, translation and rotation of the 

object. Thus, a geometric element object can be created using 

these principles. 
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OOP for Cornputer Animation 

Theatre Play Analogy 

111ealre Physical System Computer Animation 

.Actors Physical Objects Modeling Techniques 

Stage Display Parameters Image Synthesis Techniques 

Ploy Motion Parameters Motion Control Techniques 

Figure 3.7. Analogy Between Computer Animation and a 
Theater Play. 
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Actors as Objects 

Data ficlcls: Physical characteristics like: 
geometry, color, texture, position 

Methocls: Object generation, modification and manipulation: 
Generate, Show, Hide, Move, Rotate, Modify, Scale 
Read from and Write to disk, Highlight. 
Plus the constructor and destructor structures 

Figure 3.8. Actors as Objects. 
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3.2.2 Stage as Object 

The abstraction of the stage as an element of computer 

animation is described in Figure 3.9. In computer animation 

the physical stage is equivalent the display window. The data 

fields of a theater stage include its size, background, 

illumination, and position. For the computer animation stage 

these data fields are the display window, colors, and 

illumination and view points. The methods part of a theater 

stage include the initial stage setup, and the actual play or 

sequence of motions of the objects in the stage. In a similar 

way, the methods of the computer animation stage or screen 

include the initial setup parameters and the motion of the 

system constituent objects. 
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Stage as Object 

Data fields: Display and motion parameters like: 
List of objects (actors), View point, Illumination, 
Input and output variables and files 

Methods: Constructor and Initial configuration procedures, 
Objects list manipulation procedures, 
Show, Motion and motion parameters, Print 
and the destructor structure. 

Figure 3.9. Stage as Object. 
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CHAPTER IV 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE SOLID MODELER 

This section deals with the actual coding process of the 

solid modeler. First, the program design parameters are 

introduced. Next the general hierarchical structure of the 

database is presented and then each constituent part is 

discussed. The source code is included and documented and 

examples are given where relevant. 

4.1 Program Design Specifications 

The objective of the solid modeler is to be able to 

visualize static and dynamic systems without having to 

physically construct them. The program design specifications 

are shown in Figure 4.1, and are discussed next. The first 

design specification is the capacity of generation of complex 

geometric objects. This allows the creation of unlimited 

prototypes of any system in the real world. This is achieved 

by means of the extrusion like object generation process 

described previously. The second program design specification 

is the assembly and animation of systems of elements. This is 

the simulation itself, and its process is strongly based in 

OOP techniques. It is implemented using the previously 

described analogy between a theater play and computer 

animation. The third program design specification is the 

capability to manipulate view and illumination parameters. 

The viewpoint shift capability is implemented using a 

spherical coordinate system, and performing coordinate 

transformations at the element points level. The illumination 

effects are generated at the element polygons level using the 

ray tracing image synthesis technique, which will be presented 

later on the chapter. The fourth and fifth program design 

specifications deal with the capacity of data transfer between 

the program and external systems. The sixth program design 

specification is related to its adaptation to the fast changes 
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Design Parameters: 

+ Generation of complex geometric objects. 
+ A)sem bly and aniination of systems of objects. 
+ Manipulation of view and illumination pru·an1eters. 
+ Production of different outputs. 
+ Data exchange ,,,~th other systems. 

+ Adaptable to changes in computer technology. 

+ Efficiency in speed, code size and memory usage. 

+ Holmst, User Friendly, Code reusability. 

Figure 4.1. solid Modeler Design Parameters. 
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in computer technology. OOP techniques allow the program 

design to keep its original structure while adapting to new 

computer technologies. The next program design specification 

deals with the optimum use of the computer resources, and it 

is essential in a PC environment, where these resources cannot 

be wasted. Here again OOP techniques allow the reduction in 

code size, and therefore increase the program development 

speed. The last program design specification includes 

robustness and code reusability. These design specifications 

are common to all programs, and again the OOP characteristics 

allow an easier implementation of these concepts by means of 

the inheritance mechanism. Inheriting objects from already 

robust ancestors mean less debugging to be done. 

4.2 Database Structure 

Based on the program design specifications previously 

described, the modeling approach generates elements using the 

extrusion-like process, and stores data using polygon meshes. 

The characteristics of a geometric actor are grouped in an 

object called "Element" which holds all the data fields and 

methods stated previously in the "actor as object" part of the 

theater play analogy. The geometric data structure required 

to support this element object include a polygon object, a 

point in 3D object and a point on the screen object. The 

element object consists of a list of polygons and points in 

3D. The polygon object is a list of points in 3D. Since the 

world coordinates should be independent from the device 

coordinates, two sets of points data types are defined. The 

Point object is a point in the screen, and its used to display 

the elements in the output window. The Point3D object is a 

point in the three dimensional world coordinates. It is used 

to store and manipulate the data of the elements. Therefore, 

to all points in 3D corresponds a point in the screen. Using 

an OOP approach for the creation of this geometric data 

structure, a point in 3D object descends from a point in the 
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screen object. In a similar way, the polygon and element 

objects descend from the point in 30 object. 

The image synthesis approach uses the painter's algorithm 

for the hidden line removal process. It also uses a modified 

version of the ray tracing algorithm to calculate the 

illumination effects. Finally, these techniques are 

implemented both using RAM and disk memories. Complex systems 

are built using disk memory, but faster animation for small 

systems is obtained using RAM memory. 

The object called "Coordsystem" contains the data fields 

and methods described in the "Stage as Object" part of the 

theater play-computer animation analogy. All elements in the 

animation are grouped under this Coordsystem object. The task 

of this global object is to coordinate the actions between the 

objects or geometric actors in the solid modeler. This object 

includes 20 and 30 graphic objects, as well as input and 

output methods. In Figure 4 . 2 , the hierarchical object 

inheritance tree is presented. The objects in the bottom are 

the ancestors of the objects at the top of the tree. This 

means that all the objects in the solid modeler descend from 

the point object. An object can inherit characteristics from 

more than one ancestor. This is called multiple inheritance. 

In Turbo Pascal objects cannot have more than one ancestor. 

Therefore, multiple inheritance is implemented by including 

the object's additional ancestors data fields as its 

variables. 

In the Turbo Pascal programming environment, a program 

can be stored in several files called units. The main purpose 

of this is to reduce compilation time, but it also enforces 

structure in the program. These units are designed to hold 

similar objects. Under this approach the solid modeler is 

divided into four units that group the objects according to 
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Figure 4.2 Hierarchical Object Inheritance Tree. 
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their functional similarities. These units are: Figures, 

which includes all the 20 graphic objects; Object3D, which 

includes the 3D graphic objects; 

which 

Datain, which is an input 

is the coordinate system object; and Coordinates, 

object as described above. The Turbo Pascal compiler is not 

case sensitive. This means that, it is not important whether 

the names of the variables and methods are capitalized or not. 

Pointers are structures used to reference the memory address 

where some specific data is stored. When a pointer is not 

holding any data it is common practice to give it a null 

address value. This null address value in Turbo Pascal is 

called Nil. Therefore, every time that a pointer is empty, 

its address is made equal to Nil. Text between two braces 

denotes a comment in the program code. For example: {This is 

a comment}. The objects can have both public and private 

code. Public code is accessible to all the descendants of the 

object. Private code is accessible only to the object own 

methods. Private code is not inherited. 

4.3 Source Code 

This section deals with the implementation of the solid 

modeler. The source code is Turbo Pascal version 5. 5 and 

takes full advantage of its graphics library (Borl88]. The 

objects of each of the four units stated above are described, 

and examples are presented where relevant. Finally the menu 

structure used for the interactive generation of systems is 

described. 

4.3.1 Unit Figures 

The first unit "Figures" includes the Point, Crosstype, 

Screen, Textline and Menu objects. As shown in Figure 4. 2 the 

Point object is the ancestor object of the rest of them. This 

means that according to the inheritance property of OOP, the 

Crosstype, Screen and Textline objects inherit the data fields 

and methods from the Point object. 
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4.3.1.1 Point Object 

The point object is defined as follows: 
Point = Object 

XO,YO,ZO: Integer; 

Constructor lnit(lnitX, lnitY, lnitZ : Integer>; 

Procedure Show; Virtual; 

Procedure Hide; Virtual; 

Procedure Move2D(DeltaX,DeltaY:Integer); 

Destructor Done; Virtual; 

End; 

The data fields are the screen coordinate values. The 

coordinate system in the computer screen has its origin in the 

screen top left corner. The screen X axis is defined positive 

pointing to the right of the screen origin point, and the 

screen Y axis is defined positive pointing to the bottom of 

the screen origin point. To make this system a right-handed 

one, the Z axis has to point inward (i.e. , towards the 

computer). The computer screen is divided into a discrete 

number of points or pixels. Therefore the position of a point 

on the screen is defined by two integers, one for each 

coordinate axis XO and YO (Previously shown in Figure 2.2). 

The existence of the ZO coordinate value will be justified 

later in the hidden line removal procedure. 

The methods defined for the Point object, include a 

initialization procedure, a show and a hide procedures, a 

procedure for motion in a 20 discrete plane (i.e. , the 

computer screen), and the destructor structure. 

The code for the initialization method or constructor is 

the following: 
Constructor Point.lnit(lnitX, lnitY, InitZ : Integer); 

Begin 

XO:=InitX; 

YO:=InitY; 

ZO:=Initz; 

End; 
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The only activity performed by the constructor is the 

assignment of values to the data fields. This constructor may 

seem redundant at first, but its usefulness will be 

appreciated later, when it will be used as part of the 

initialization methods of its descendant elements. 

The Show and the Hide methods are shown next: 
Procedure Point.Show; 

Begin 

Putpixel(XO,YO,Getcolor); 

End; 

Procedure Point.Hide; 

Begin 

Putpixel(XO,YO,GetBkColor); 

End; 

No parameters are passed to either method. The reason 

for this is that the data fields are already contained in the 

object structure and are common to all methods, either 

procedures or functions within this object. These methods 

work only for a point on the screen, i.e., the method to draw 

a point on the screen is different to the method to draw a 

position cross in the screen. The descendants of the point 

object will be able to override the point show and hide 

methods with their own methods. For this reason, both show 

and hide methods are followed by the Virtual word in the 

object definition part. 

The code for the Move2D method is shown next: 
Procedure Point.Move2D(DeltaX,DeltaY:Integer>; 

Begin 

Hide; 

XO:=XO+DeltaX; 

YO:=YO+DeltaY; 

Show; 

End; 

This Move2D method works for the point object and for its 

descendants. The motion of a 20 graphical object involves 

three operations. The first step hides the graphic object. 
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The second step changes its reference coordinates. The third 

one shows it on its new location. This procedure takes 

advantage of the polymorphism property of OOP. All the 

descendant objects of the point object will be able to call 

the Point Move2D method to change their position on the 

screen. 

Finally the point Destructor structure is shown next: 
Destructor Point.Done; 

Begin 

End; 

This structure has no use at this point, but it is 

necessary to declare it for further use by some point 

descendant objects. 

4.3.1.2 CrossType Object 

The next object in the Figures unit is the Cross type 

object. Its purpose is to draw a position cross on the 

screen. It is used in the geometrical objects input methods. 

It is defined as follows: 
Crosstype = Object(point) 

Constructor lnit(lnitX,InitY,InitZ:Integer); 

Destructor Done;Virtual; 

Procedure Show; Virtual; 

Procedure Hide; Virtual; 

End; 

This object descends from the point object; therefore, 

its data fields do not need to be declared twice. The Point 

show and the Point hide methods as well as the destructor are 

overridden by the Crosstype show and hide methods. 

The Crosstype constructor code is shown next: 
Constructor Crosstype.Init(lnitX, lnitY,InitZ:Integer>; 

Begin 

Point.init(lnitx,Inity,lnitz); 

End; 

This method relies on the point initialization method. 

The constructor structures cannot be inherited, because they 
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are used in the construction of the program virtual method 

table. Each object must be initialized by a separate 

constructor call. "It is not sufficient to initialize one 

instance of an object and then assign that instance to 

additional instances. The additional instances, while they 

might contain correct data, are not initialized by the 

assignment statements, and lock up the system if their virtual 

methods are called." (Page 37 of [Borl88]). This virtual 

method table is created at program run time, and it is 

necessary for the implementation of the polymorphism 

characteristic of OOP. It is used to determine at run time 

which of the virtual methods to call depending on the object 

that is calling the method. If the object calling the method 

owns its own version of it, this is the one that will be 

called. If no such virtual method exists within that object 

its ancestor object method will be called instead. This 

implies that all the point descendant objects must have their 

own constructor structure. 

The Crosstype show and hide methods are shown next: 
Procedure Crosstype.Show; 

Begin 

Graphdefaults; 

SetWriteMode(Xorput); 

Line(XO,O,XO,Getmaxy); 

Line(O,YO,Getmaxx,YO); 

Setwritemode(NormalPut); 

End; 

Procedure Crosstype.Hide; 

Var dummy:Shortint; 

Begin 

Show; 

End; 

The show and the hide methods override the point show and 

hide methods. A cross is generated by drawing two lines that 

intersect in a central point. However, when working with a 

screen filled of different objects in different colors, the 
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position of the cross is hard to detect if it is located above 

an object of the same color. To overcome this problem, the 

SetWriteMode procedure of the Turbo Pascal graphic unit is 

used. This procedure draws lines in the screen using the 

logic XOR command instead of the regular MOV command for each 

pixel. What this means is that if it finds a white surface, 

the line will be drawn in black along it; and if it finds a 

black surface, the line will be drawn in white. This is the 

reason why the hide and the show methods are exactly the same. 

If a pixel is originally black and a crosstype is drawn or 

show over it, it will become white; and whenever the crosstype 

is drawn again, the point will become black. Therefore, the 

show and hide methods are operationally the same. The hide 

method is declared to be able to inherit the Point's Move2D 

method. 

Finally the Destructor structure is shown: 

Destructor Crosstype.Done; 

Begin 

Hide; 

Eoo; 

In this case, the destructor actually performs one 

activity, that is to hide the cross before the Crosstype 

object is destroyed. 

4.3.1.3 Screen Object 

The next object in the figures unit is the screen object. 

Its function is to open a window of a given size and 

characteristics on the screen. It is also used to write and 

read screen files and to print the contents of the screen 

using the laser printer. It is defined as follows: 

Screen = Object(Point) 

dx,dy:Integer; 

Drawmargin:boolean; 

Color,Backgrouoocolor:Byte; 

Prevmc,Prevbkcol:Byte; 

Savescreen:Boolean; 
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Buf:Pointer; 

Constructor Init(Xo,Yo,Xf,Yf:Integer); 

Procedure Settings(Dmarg,Savescr:Boolean;Mcol,Bkcol:byte); 

Procedure Show; Virtual; 

Procedure Hide; Virtual; 

Procedure laserprint(resolution,ix,iy:word); 

Destructor Done;Virtual; 

Procedure Save(Filename:Strtype); 

Procedure Load(Filename:Strtype); 

End; 

The screen data fields include the point data fields plus 

some additional data fields. In Figure 4.3, some of these 

data fields are explicitly shown. The dx and dy values give 

the screen size in pixels. The Drawmargin boolean variable is 

used to define if a margin is drawn on the borders of the 

window. The Color and Backgroundcolor as well as the Prevmc 

and Prevbkcol, are used to store the screen foreground and 

background colors, and the previous screen colors, 

respectively. These colors are stored in a four bytes "Byte" 

type, because the maximum number of colors that the PC 

computer screen using the VGA graphics card can display is 16. 

The Savescreen boolean variable defines whether the contents 

of the area where the new screen will be displayed will be 

saved or not. Finally, the Buf pointer is used to store the 

screen's contents in memory if the Savescreen variable is 

true. 

The screen constructor structure is shown next: 
Constructor Screen.Init(Xo,Yo,Xf,Yf:Integer); 

Begin 

Point.init(xo,yo,O); 

dx:=xf;dy:=yf; 

Drawmargin:=True; 

Savescreen:=False; 

Color:=Getmaxcolor; 

Backgroundcolor:=O; 

Buf:=Nil; 

End; 

This method makes use of the point constructor structure 

and gives initial values to the rest of the screen object data 
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Figure 4.3. Window Object Elements. 
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fields. To define the screen size, two points on the screen 

are required: the upper-left corner and the lower-right 

corner (Figure 4.3). The upper-left corner is stored in the 

point object data field, and the lower-right corner is stored 

in the dx and dy variables. These lower-right corner 

coordinates are given relative to the upper-left corner. 

Therefore, they represent the window size. The Drawmargin 

variable is initialized to a true value, but the Savescreen 

variable is initialized as false. This means that by default 

a rectangle will be drawn to show the border of the window, 

and that the previous window contents are not going to be 

saved in memory. The default drawing color is initialized 

using the Turbo Pascal graphic Getmaxcolor procedure. The 

getmaxcolor procedure returns the value assigned to the white 

color for the different video cards supported by the graphic 

libraries. The Backgroundcolor is assigned a value of zero or 

black. Finally, the pointer where the image is to be saved is 

given a null value. 

The screen show method is shown next: 

Procedure Screen.Show; 

Var Viewport:Viewporttype; 

Begin 

Setviewport(O,O,getmaxx,getmaxy,true); 

If savescreen then 

If ImagesizeCxO,yO,xO+dx,yO+dy)<maxavail then 

Begin 

Getmem(Buf,Imagesize(xO,yO,xO+dx,yO+dy)); 

Getimage(xO,yO,xO+dx,yO+dy,BufA>; 

End; 

prevBkcol:=getbkcolor; 

Prevmc:=Getcolor; 

Graphdefaults; 

SetviewportCxO,yO,xO+dx,yO+dy,ClipOn>; 

Setfillstyle(1,Backgroundcolor); 

BarCO,O,dx,dy); 

If drawmargin then 

Begin 

Setcolor(Color); 
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End; 

Setlinestyle(O,O,O>; 

Rectangle(O,O,dx,dy); 
End; 

This method is divided into three parts. In the first 

one, if the Savescreen variable is true, the previous screen 

contents are saved to memory. In the next one the window is 

actually drawn. In the last one, if the Drawmargin variable 

is true, a border for the window is drawn. In the first line 

of the method, the Turbo Pascal graphics Setviewport procedure 

is used to set the viewport coordinates to the whole screen. 

This viewport coordinates are stored in the Viewport variable. 

The ViewPortType type is defined in the Turbo Pascal graphic 

unit. Then the Savescreen variable is used to determine 

whether to save the contents of the previous screen or not. 

If this variable is true, then the amount of memory required 

to save the contents of the screen in memory is calculated and 

compared with the amount of RAM memory available. If there is 

enough memory, then it is allocated and the contents of the 

screen are written to the it. After that, the values of the 

previous screen drawing colors are stored in the PrevBKcolor 

and the Prevmc variables. These values will be used in the 

screen hide procedure to restore the previous screen settings 

when closing the window. The Graphdefaul ts procedure is 

called to restore the video card initial settings without 

changing the contents on the computer screen. It is necessary 

to do this because the screen show method can be called from 

anywhere in the program, and therefore the original video card 

settings may be different at the moment when the call is done. 

After that, the Setviewport procedure is used to set the 

window size. The use of this procedure assures that nothing 

will be written outside the window space. The Setfillstyle 

and the Bar procedures are used to fill the window with its 

background color. Notice that since the coordinates of the 

lowest right point in the screen are given relative to the 

upper-right point, these are the values passed to the bar 
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procedure, i.e., they are the size of the window. Finally, 

the Drawmargin variable is used to determine whether to draw 

a margin around the window. If it is true, then a rectangle 

in the foreground drawing color is depicted. 

The screen hide method code is shown next: 
Procedure Screen.hide; 
Begin 

Setviewport(O,O,getmaxx,getmaxy,true); 

If Savescreen and (Buf<>nil) then 

Begin 

Putimage(xO,yO,BufA,Normalput); 

Freemem(Buf,Imagesize(xO,yO,xO+dx,yO+dy)); 

Buf:=nil; 

End; 

Setcolor(prevmc); 

Setbkcolor(prevbkcol); 

End; 

This hide method is also divided into three parts. The 

first one restores the viewport settings. The second one, if 

the Savescreen variable is true, restores the original 

contents of the screen before the window was open. Finally, 

the foreground and background original colors are restored. 

In the first line of the method, the Setviewport procedure is 

used to restore the global viewport settings. Next, the 

Savescreen variable is used to determine if the content of the 

previous screen was stored or not. Since it may happen that 

there was not enough memory to save the screen contents at the 

window initialization time, the address of the Buf pointer has 

to be verified next. Therefore, if the image was not saved, 

the pointer Buf will have a null value. A call to a nil 

pointer may crash the program. If the Savescreen variable is 

true, and the pointer Buf points somewhere else but nil, then 

the screen contents before the window was open are restored. 

This is done by copying the contents of the buffer pointed by 

Buf into the screen, and then freeing the memory pointed by 
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Buf. Finally the previous foreground and background colors 

stored in the Prevmc and PrevBKcolor variables are restored. 

The following is the code for the screen settings method: 
Procedure Screen.settings(Omarg,Savescr:Boolean;mcol,bkcol:byte); 
Begin 

Drawmargin:=Dmarg; 

Savescreen:=Savescr; 

Color:=mcol; 

Backgroundcolor:=bkcol; 

End; 

The purpose of this method is to modify the screen colors 

and boolean variables. It gets as parameters the Drawmargin 

and Savescreen variables status, as well as the foreground and 

background colors. It modifies the object data structures 

according to this information. 

The next piece of code shown corresponds to the Screen 

Laserprint method: 

Procedure Screen.laserprint(resolution,ix,iy:word); 

var i,j:integer; 

dum: integer; 

Begin 

write(lst,#27+'*p',ix,'x',iy,'Y'>; 

write(lst,#27+'*t' ,resolution,'R'>; 

write(lst,#27+'*r1A'>; 

For j:=O to dy do 

Begin 

Write(lst,#27,'*b',Trunc((dx+8)/8),'W'); 

For i:=O to dx do 

Begin 

dum:=Trunc(getpixel(i,j)/15)*128+ Trunc(getpixel(i+1,j)/15)*64+ 

Trunc(getpixel(i+2,j)/15)*32+ Trunc(getpixel(i+3,j)/15)*16+ 

Trunc(getpixel(i+4,j)/15)*8+ Trunc(getpixel(i+5,j)/15)*4+ 

Trunc(getpixel(i+6,j)/15)*2+ Trunc(getpixel(i+7,j)/15); 

Write(lst,chr(Trunc(dum))); 

Inc(i,7); 

If i>dx then i:=dx; 

End; 

End; 
write(lst,#27+'*rB'>; 

End; 
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This method transfers the contents of the screen to paper 

using the HP laser printer (Hewl88]. This is done by scanning 

the screen pixel by pixel, analyzing its color content and 

writing it to the printer. The parameters that the method 

requires are the initial printing point in the paper (in 

printer dot units), and the resolution in which it will be 

printed. The laser printer has three different raster 

printing resolutions: 75, 150 and 300 dots per inch (DPI). 

A screen printed using a resolution of 75 DPI fits in a 

regular letter size sheet of paper. Finer details can be 

printed if the 300 DPI printing resolution is used. In order 

to print a full page, several contiguous screens are printed 

together on the same page. The first three lines give the 

initialization parameters to the printer. The first one is 

the initial printing point given by the ix and iy variables. 

The next one gives the resolution in which the output will be 

printed. In the following line of the method, the raster 

graphics printing mode is initialized. The screen is then 

scanned in rows, having height of 8 pixels. The initial 

character in the character string gives the row width in 

pixels. The pixels are scanned, converted to binary notation, 

and written to the printer using their corresponding ASCII 

character. The function Getpixel is used to get each pixel 

color value. Since the printer is only black and white, the 

only lines printed out are the ones in white color. In the 

VGA card code the white color has a numeric value of 15. 

Therefore, the result of the Getpixel function is divided by 

15 to get only white points. If the result of the division is 

one, the point is white and it is printed. The last line in 

the printing cycle verifies that the dx border of the window 

has not been overflown. If the dx border is exceeded the 

printing cycle will never end. The last lines in the method 

close the printer raster graphics mode and send a form feed 

instruction to the printer. Note that the line that sends the 

form feed character to the printer is included as a comment. 
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The reason for this is that a global high density screen 

printing procedure, using multiple screens, is implemented at 

the Coordsystem object level. 

The implementation of the screen save and load methods is 
shown next: 

Procedure Screen.Save(Filename:Strtype); 

Var FileOut:Text; 

i,j:lnteger; 

Begin 

Assign(Fileout,Filename); 

Rewrite(Fileout); 

For i:=O to dx do 

For j:=O to dy do 

Write(Fileout,Chr(Getpixel(i,j))); 

Close(Fileout>; 

Eoo; 

Procedure Screen.Load(Filename:Strtype); 

Var FileOut:Text; 

i,j:lnteger; Pixelval:Char; 

Begin 

Assign(Fileout,Filename); 

Reset(Fileout); 

For i:=O to dx do 

For j:=O to dy do 

Begin 

Read(Fileout,pixelval>; 

Putpixel(i,j,Ord(Pixelval)); 

Eoo; 
Close(Fileout); 

Eoo; 

The screen Save and Load methods are almost the same. 

The only parameter that they require is the input or output 

file name. The only difference between them is that in the 

save method the file is written to, and in the read method the 

file is read from. The initial lines assign and open the 

input or output files. Next is a loop that reads or writes 

the screen to or from the file pixel by pixel. The graphical 

Readpixel and Putpixel procedures are used for this purpose. 

The pixel values are written in their corresponding ASCII 
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character. This generates a bitmap file that can be easily 

interfaced with other programs. 

4.3.1.4 TextLine Object 

The Textline object performs text output in graphical 

mode in the monitor. It handles the text font, size, and 

color characteristics. It inherits from the point object the 

initial screen coordinate values. It has its own data 

structures such as: the actual string of characters to be 

displayed: the Textsetting variable as defined within the 

turbo pascal graphical libraries: and character size and 

color variables. Among its methods are the constructor 

structure, a method to change the text settings, the show and 

hide methods and a method to reverse the text foreground and 

background colors called inverse. 

defined as follows: 

The Textline object is 

Textline= Object(Point) 

s:strtype; 

Charact:TextSettingsType; 

{Font,Direction,CharSize, 

Horiz,Vert:Word;} 

HeightFact,WidthFact,Size:Real; 

Color:Byte; 

Constructor lnit(Xo,Yo:Word;line:Strtype;FontNo:Word); 

Procedure Settings(Height,Width,Sizedata:Real;Colordata,HorJust,VertJust:Word); 

Procedure Show;Virtual; 

Procedure Hide;Virtual; 

Procedure Inverse; 

End; 

The strtype is a type defined as a string of 127 

characters. It is defined as an external type in order to be 

passed as a parameter to procedures such as the initialization 

method. The Charact variable is of the TextSettingsType type 

defined in the Turbo Pascal graphic libraries. This 

TextSettingsType is a record made up by the Font, Direction, 

Charsize, Horiz and Vert data fields. The font variable 

identifies the number of the graphic character font used to 

write the text of the screen. There are four fonts as defined 
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in the standard Turbo Pascal graphic libraries [Borl88]. 

These fonts are shown in Figure 4.4. 

The next data field in the TextSettingsType is the 

character direction. This variable takes only two values: 

zero for horizontal direction and one for vertical direction. 

This indicates the direction in which the string of characters 

is displayed. The next variable in the TextsettingsType is 

the Charsize, which for our purposes is set always to the 

UserCharsize constant value. The last two variables in the 

TextsettingsType are used to define the justification of the 

text string with respect to the initial text coordinates given 

in the point object inherited data fields XO, YO and zo. The 

values that these variables may take are between zero and two. 

Their use is shown in Figure 4.4, where texts with different 

justifications are shown. For further details in the use of 

the justification parameters refer to the Turbo Pascal manual 

[Borl88]. 

The next data fields of the TextLine object are used to 

change the size of its characters. Its use is also shown in 

Figure 4.4. The first two data fields give the horizontal and 

vertical aspect ratios for the font, and the last one gives 

the overall font scale. Note that a change in scale can also 

be obtained by multiplying both the horizontal and vertical 

character aspect ratios by a constant value. Finally, the 

last data field in the TextLine object indicates the color 

used to print the text. 

The following is the Textline Init constructor structure: 

Constructor Textline.Init(Xo,Yo:Yord;line:Strtype;FontNo:Yord>; 

Begin 

Point.Init(Xo,Yo,O>; 

s:=Line; 

Charact.Font:=FontNo; 

Charact.Direction:=O; 

Charact.Charsize:=UserCharSize; 
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Figure 4.4. TextLine Object Elements. 
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Charact.Horiz:=O; 

Charact.Vert:=O; 

Color:=Getmaxcolor; 

WidthFact:=1; 

HeightFact:=1; 

Size:=10; 

End; 

The parameters required by the Textline constructor are 

the coordinates of its reference point on the screen, the 

actual string of characters to be displayed, and the number of 

the font to be used to display it. The first part of the 

constructor method uses the point constructor to give the 

initial screen coordinate values. Then the string of 

characters is stored. The next step in the constructor method 

is to initialize the text settings as follows. First the 

Charact record is initialized to the following parameters: 

The initial font number is given by the FontNo parameter. The 

initial direction of Textline is assumed to be horizontal. 

The Char size is given using the UserCharSize constant value. 

This makes it possible to change the character size using the 

additional data fields defined for that purpose. (This sizing 

method was explained before.) The initial text justification 

variables are set so as to write the text above and to the 

left of the text reference point. The initial color is 

assumed to be white, and the width and height factors are 

initialized to one. Finally, the size of the font is set to 

10 pixels. 

Next the code for the Textline Settings method is shown: 

Procedure Textline.Settings(Height,Width,Sizedata:Real; Colordata,HorJust,VertJust:Word>; 

Begin 

HeightFact:=Height; 

WidthFact:=Width; 

Size:=Sizedata; 

Color:=Colordata; 

Charact.Horiz:=Horjust; 

Charact.Vert:=Vertjust; 

End; 
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The objective of this method is to change the 

characteristics of the font used to display the Textline 

string of characters. First the font aspect ratio and size is 

initialized with the HeightFact, WidthFact and Size variables. 

Then the color and the string justification constants are 
changed. 

The following is the source code for the Textline show 
and hide methods: 
Procedure Textline.Show; 

Begin 

UserCharSize(Trunc(WidthFact*Size*100),100, Trunc(HeightFact*Size*100),100); 

Settextstyle(Charact.Font,Charact.Direction, Usercharsize); 

SettextJustify(Charact.Horiz,Charact.Vert); 

Setcolor(Color>; 

Outtextxy(XO,YO,s>; 

End; 

Procedure Textline.Hide; 

Var dummycolor:Integer; 

Begin 

dummycolor:=color; 

color:=GetBkColor; 

Show; 

Color:=dummycolor; 

End; 

Notice the functional similarity with the cross show and 

hide methods. The show and the hide methods are the same, the 

only thing that changes is the color in which the text is 

written. The show method initialize the font size using the 

WidthFact, HeightFact, and Size data fields, as well as the 

UserCharSize procedure from the graph library. It sets the 

font size and the direction in which the string is going to be 

drawn by using the SetTextstyle procedure. Next, it sets the 

text justification constants by using the SetTextJustify 

procedure. And finally, it writes the text using the graphics 

OutTextXY procedure. The Textline hide method uses the same 

principle as the Crosstype show and hide procedures. The 

difference with the Crosstype methods is that the previous 
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drawing color is temporarily stored in the dummycolor variable 

in order to be restored at the end of the hide method. 

The Textline inverse method is the last one of the 

Textline object, and also the last method in the Figures unit. 

Its source code is shown next: 
Procedure Textline.Inverse; 

Var Dummypointer:Pointer; 

Imsize:Integer; 

Begin 

Imsize:=Imagesize<xO,y0-Textheight(s[1]), x0+Textwidth(s),y0+2); 

If Imsize>maxavail then exit; 

Getmem(Dummypointer,Imsize); 

Getimage(x0,y0-Textheight(s[1]), xO+Textwidth(s),y0+2,DummypointerA); 

Putimage(xO,y0-Textheight(s[1l>,DummypointerA,Notput); 

Freemem(Dummypointer,imsize); 

End; 

The objective of this method is to switch the background 

and foreground colors of a string of characters. This is 

useful in the design of an input menu where the current 

selected option needs to be pointed out. The graphics 

Getimage and Putimage procedures are the core of this 

procedure. A rectangular area containing the string of 

characters is transferred to memory and then copied back to 

the computer screen, reversing the color of its pixels. To 

perform this process, first the amount of memory required to 

store the rectangular area containing the string of characters 

is calculated. If there is sufficient memory to continue the 

process, the memory is allocated using the Getmem procedure, 

and copied to memory by the Get image procedure. Then the 

Putimage procedure is used to copy the image back from memory 

to the screen, inverting the color values as shown in Figure 

4. 4. Finally the block of memory used in the inversion 

operation is freed using the Freemem procedure. 
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4.3.2 Unit Object3D 

The 3D graphical objects are contained in the Object3D 

unit. The basic 3D graph object is the point in 3D 

coordinates abbreviated Point3D. The Polygon and Element 

objects are its descendants. To every point in the space 

corresponds a point on the screen. Therefore, the Point3D 

object descends from the point in the screen object. The 

Point3D object will be described first, then the Polygon 

object, and finally the Element object. 

4.3.2.1 Point3D Object 

The public part of the source code of the Point3D object 
is shown next: 
Point3D=Object(Point) 

x,y,z:Real; 

Cs:Csvars; 

Index:Word; 

GenPred:Point3dPointer; 

Constructor Init(Xo,Yo,Zo:Real;Cso:Csvars; Pred:Point3dPointer>; 

Procedure Projection2D; 

Procedure Projection3D; 

Destructor Done;Virtual; 

End; 

Being a descendant of the Point object, the Point3D 

object inherits all Point data fields and methods. The 

inherited data fields are used to represent a point on the 

screen. To represent the coordinates of a point in space 

three new data fields are added: X, Y, and z. The viewpoint 

orientation variables are grouped in the Cs record. These 

variables are included in this structure, because the 

coordinate transformations between the working space and the 

computer screen take place here. These variables include two 

angles, theta and phi, to describe the position of the 

viewpoint using spherical coordinates. They also include 

another two angles that give the position of the light source. 

Finally, they include a scale and aspect ratio variables. 

Other data fields are an index and a pointer to the next 
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Point3D object in a linked list. This linked list is used to 

group an unlimited number of Point3D objects. This list is 

used in both the Polygon and Element objects. The methods 

defined for the point3D object include: a Constructor 

structure; the Projection2D and Projection3D methods which 

perform the coordinates transformations; and the Destructor 

structure. These methods are described next. 

The following is the source code of the Point3D 

Constructor: 

Constructor Point3d.lnit(Xo,Yo,Zo:Real;Cso:Csvars; Pred:Point3dpointer>; 
Begin 

X:=Xo;Y:=Yo;Z:=Zo; 

Cs:=Cso; 

GenPred:=Pred; 

lndex:=PredA.index +1; 

Projection2D; 

End; 

This constructor structure requires three parameters: the 

X, Y, and Z coordinate values of the point, the display 

variables represented by cs, and the pointer to the previous 

object in the Point3D objects linked list. The method assigns 

these values to its data fields, updates the linked list, and 

generates the screen values of the points using the 

Projection2D method described next. 

The following is the code for the Projection2D method: 

Procedure Point3D.Projection2D; 

Var pauxx,pauxy,pauxz:real; 

Begin 

\.lith Cs do 

Begin 
pauxx:= X*sin(theta) -Y*cos(theta); 

pauxy:=-X*cos(theta)*cos(phi) -Y*sin(theta)*cos(phi) +Z*sin(phi); 

pauxz:=-X*cos(theta)*sin(phi) -Y*sin(theta)*sin(phi) -Z*cos(phi); 

End; 
If Abs(pauxx*Cs.scale+Cs.cx)<maxint then XO:=Round(pauxx*Cs.scale+Cs.cx) Else XO:=O; 

lfAbs(Cs.cy-pauxy*Cs.Rasp*Cs.scale)<maxintthenYO:=Round(Cs.cy-pauxy*Cs.Rasp*Cs.scale)ElseYO:=O; 

If Abs(pauxz*Cs.scale)<maxint then ZO:=Round(pauxz*Cs.scale) Else ZO:=O; 

End; 
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The objective of this method is to perform coordinate 

transformations from 30 to 20 coordinate systems. These 

transformations are required to display objects using 

different viewpoints. These viewpoints are defined using the 

two angles theta and phi of spherical coordinate systems 

[Park85]. In Figure 4.5, the 30 to 20 transformation geometry 

is depicted. In Figure 4.6, two different sets of viewpoints 

are shown. The transformation from 30 to 20 coordinates is 

done in two steps. First, an auxiliary point "paux" is 

calculated by projecting the space coordinates on a plane 

using the given spherical coordinates position angles theta 

and phi. Then these auxiliary points are corrected for scale, 

screen aspect ratio, and screen center point. 

The following is the code for the Projection30 method: 
Procedure Point3D.Projection3D; 

Var Pauxx,Pauxy,Pauxz:Real; 

Begin 

Pauxx:=(XO-cs.cx)/cs.scale; 

Pauxy:=(cs.cy-YO)/cs.Rasp/cs.Scale; 

Pauxz:=ZO/cs.scale; 

X:=Pauxx*sin(cs.theta) -Pauxy*cos(cs.theta)*cos(cs.phi) -Pauxz*cos(cs.theta)*sin(cs.phi); 

Y:=-Pauxx*cos(cs.theta) -Pauxy*sin(cs.theta)*cos(cs.phi) -Pauxz*sin(cs.theta)*sin(cs.phi); 

Z:=Pauxy*sin(cs.phi)-Pauxz*cos(cs.phi); 

End; 

The objective of this method is to perform coordinate 

transformations from 20 to 30. In the point input stage, the 

input space is the 20 computer screen. However, the final 

data are stored as points in 30. The coordinates 

transformation consists of two steps similar to the ones used 

in the 30 to 20 transformation but in reverse order. First, 

an auxiliary point "paux" is created by removing from the 

screen point the scale, screen aspect ratio and screen center 

correction factors. The final step is the transformation from 

the 20 to the 30 coordinate systems. 
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Finally the Point3D destructor structure is presented: 
Destructor Point3D.Done; 
Begin 

End; 

Again this method is empty, but its existence is required 

in the implementation of the Point3D descendant objects. 

4.3.2.2 PointNode Record 

The Pointnode record is used to create a second linked 

list of Point3D objects. This second list is used by the 

Element object in order to manipulate the Element points 

without having to interface with its constituent Polygons. 

Its source code is the following: 
PointNode=Record 

P:Point3dPointer; 

Index: Integer; 

Prev:PointNodepointer; 

End; 

The only data fields on this record are used for the 

linked list structure. The first data field is a pointer to 

the actual Point3D object. The last data fields are the index 

for the linked list and the pointer to the next element on the 

linked list. 

4.3.2.3 Polygon Object 

The next object in the geometric data base is the Polygon 

object. A Polygon can be abstracted as a special point in 

space. Therefore, its ancestor is a Point3D object. It is 

composed of a chain of Point3D objects and some other physical 

characteristics like color and illumination factors, as well 

as local control variables like its area and depth at given 

display angles. Its public declaration part is shown next: 
Polygon=Object(Point3d) 

Last:PointNodepointer; 

color: Integer; 

Intensitycolor:lnteger; 

Intensity:Real; 

Polypred:PolygonPointer; 
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n: integer; 

Closed: Boolean; 

WireFrame,BlackWhite:Boolean; 

Xmin,Ymin,Xmax,Ymax:Integer; 

MinOepth:Real; 

Constructor Init(Cso:Csvars>; 

Procedure Add(Newele:Point3dpointer>; 

Procedure Givevalue(i:Integer;Value:Point3dpointer>; 

Procedure Lookfor(i:Integer;Var Value:Point3dpointer); 

Function Isvisible:Boolean; 

Procedure GetMinDepth; 

Procedure Upsidedown; 

Procedure Modify; 

Procedure Copy(lnitialPoly:Polygon; Var Pointlist:Point3dPointer>; 

Procedure Amplify(Factor:Real>; 

Procedure Thick; 

Procedure UnThick; 

Procedure Show;Virtual; 

Procedure Hide;Virtual; 

Procedure Move3d(Delta:point3d); 

Procedure Rotate3d(Axis:Point3d;Xangle,Yangle,Zangle:real); 

Procedure Getcenter(Var CenterX,CenterY:Integer); 

Destructor Done;Virtual; 

End; 

The first data field is the linked list of Point3D 

objects that conform the Polygon. Although this points linked 

list is infinite in theory, most of the Polygons are 

quadrilateral in this implementation. The next data fields 

shown are the Polygon color and illumination values. The 

intensity variable gives the percentage of illumination of the 

Polygon from a given perspective. The Intensitycolor variable 

is used at show time to determine the gray level of the mask 

used to display the Polygon. The Polyp red, and the n 

variables are used to generate a linked list of Polygons to be 

used by the Element object. The Closed variable is used to 

indicate whether the Polygon is closed or not. An open 

Polygon is not a surface. Therefore, its area is not filled 

when showing it. The next boolean variables indicate the mode 

to be used to display the Polygon. The default display mode 

removes the Element hidden lines, and draws the Polygons in 

color using gray-level masks for the illumination effects. 
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Another display option is the display of the polygons in wire 

frame mode. The Polygon can also be displayed in a single 

color creating the color intensity effect using grids of 

points of different densities. The next variables: Xmin, 

Ymin, Xmax and Ymax represent the size of the smallest 

rectangular window where the Polygon can be displayed. This 

window is used at Polygon show time, and in the Polygon copy 

and move operations. The last variable represents the minimum 

depth value of the Polygon for a given set of display 

parameters. This depth value is used in the painter's global 

hidden line removal algorithm. 

The methods can be grouped in three groups: linked list 

management methods, display methods, and manipulation methods. 

The linked list management procedures include the constructor 

structure and the Add, Givevalue, Lookfor, and Upsidedown 

methods. The display methods include the Isvisible, 

Getmindepth, Thick, Unthick, Show, and Hide methods. Finally 

the manipulation methods include the Modify, Copy, Amplify, 

Move3D, Rotate3D, and Getcenter methods. 

The following is the source code of the Polygon 

constructor structure: 
Constructor Polygon.lnit(Cso:Csvars); 

Begin 

Point3d.lnitCO,O,O,Cso,nil); 

XO:=O;YO:=O; 

n:=O; 
Closed:=False; 

Wireframe:=True; 

BlackWhite:=False; 

color:=getmaxcolor; 

last:=nil; 
Xmax:=-maxint;Ymax:=-maxint; 

Xmin:=maxint; Ymin:=maxint; 

Polypred:=nil; 

End; 
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The constructor structure requires the display parameters 

given in the Cs variable. The position of the Polygon origin 

is initialized to the position of the origin of the coordinate 

system. The first part of the method initialize the values of 

the global position point of the polygon. The Point 3D 

constructor is used for this purpose. The rest of the method 

initialize the various variables of the object to the default 

values as follows: The polygon color is assigned a default 

value of white. All the pointers are pointed to nil. The 

window values are initialized to the value of the Maxint 

constant as given in Turbo Pascal. 

The following is the source code of the Polygon add 

method: 
Procedure Polygon.Add(Newele:Point3dpointer); 

Var dummy:PointNodepointer; 

Begin 

New( dummy); 

DummyA.p:=Newele; 

Inc(n,1); 

D~.index:=n; 

D~.prev:=last; 

last:=dummy; 

End; 

The purpose of this method is to add a point to the 

Polygon Point3D objects list. Note that, since the head of 

the linked list is part of the object data fields, the only 

parameter that this method requires is a pointer to the new 

Point3D object. 

Next, the Polygon Givevalue method is shown: 
Procedure Polygon.Givevalue(i:Integer; Value:Point3dpointer); 

Var dummy:PointNode; 

target:PointNodepointer; 

Begin 

dummy. Index:=i; 

dunmy.p:=value; 

If lastA.index<i then 
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Begin 

Add(value); 

Last".index:=i; 

End 

Else 

Begin 

Target:=last; 

While (target".index<>i) and (target<>nil) do 

Target:=target".prev; 

Target".p:=value; 

End; 

End; 

The purpose of this method is to change the value of an 

point of the Point3D linked list. The first part of the 

method verifies the existence of the Point3D node to be 

changed. If no Point3D node exists, a new one is created. 

The last part of the method modifies the value of the selected 

point. 

The following is the Polygon Lookfor method source code: 

Procedure Polygon.LookForCi:Integer; Var Value:Point3dpointer>; 

Var dummy:PointNode; 

target:PointNodepointer; 

Begin 

Target:=last; 
While (target".index<>i) and (target<>nil) do 

Target:=target".prev; 

Value:=Target".p; 

End; 

The objective of this method is to inquire the value of 

a specific point in the Point3D linked list. It is a search 

method that stops when the target index is reached. 

The next is the source code of the Polygon visibility 

test method: 
Function Polygon.IsVisible:Boolean; 

Var vec1,vec2,vec3,Point1,Point2,Point3D:VectorType; 

Begin 
Isvisible:=false; 

Vec1.init(O,O,O,cs,nil>; 

Vec2.init(O,O,O,cs,nil); 
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If (last<>nil) and (n>=3) then 

End; 

Begin 

Vec3.init(lastA.pA.x,lastA.pA.y,lastA.pA.z,cs,nil); 

Point1.init(lastA.prevA.pA.x, lastA.prevA.pA.y, lastA.prevA.pA.z,cs,nil); 

If Point1.equal(Vec3) then 
Begin 

Point1.init(lastA.prevA.prevA.pA.x, lastA.prevA.prevA.pA.y, lastA.prevA.prevA.pA.z,cs,nil); 

Point2.init(lastA.prevA.prevA.prevA.pA.x, lastA.prevA.prevA.prevA.pA.y, 

End 

Else 

Begin 

lastA.prevA.prevA.prevA.pA.z,cs, nil); 

Point2.init(lastA.prevA.prevA.pA.x, lastA.prevA.prevA.pA.y, 

lastA.prevA.prevA.pA.z,cs,nil); 

If Point2.equal(Point1) then 

Point2.init(lastA.prevA.prevA.prevA.pA.x, lastA.prevA.prevA.prevA.pA.y, 

lastA.prevA.prevA.prevA.pA.z,cs,nil); 

End; 

Vec2.Dif(Point1,Vec3>; 

Vec2.Unitarize; 

Vec1.Dif(Point2,Vec3); 

Vec1.Unitarize; 

Vec3.x:=sin(cs.phi)*cos(cs.theta); 

Vec3.y:=sin(cs.phi)*sin(cs.theta); 

Vec3.z:=cos(cs.phi); 

If Vec3.triprodesc(vec1,vec2,vec3)>0 then 

Isvisible:=True; 

Vec3.x:=sin(cs.lphi)*cos(cs.ltheta); 

Vec3.y:=sin(cs.lphi)*sin(cs.ltheta); 

Vec3.z:=cos(cs.lphi); 

Intensity:=Vec3.triprodesc(vec1,vec2,vec3); 

If Intensity>0.75 then intensitycolor:=15 else 

If Intensity>0.50 then intensitycolor:=7 else 

End; 

If Intensity>0.25 then intensitycolor:=8 else 

Intensitycolor:=O; 

This method has two purposes. First, it verifies the 

visibility of a Polygon for a given viewpoint, and then, it 

calculates the intensity of the light reflected by the Polygon 

at a given light source point. The operations it performs are 

vectorial in nature and are shown in Figure 4.7 (Park85]. 

First, it uses the dot product between the vector normal to 

the polygon and the viewpoint position vector (also called 
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line of sight vector) • This operation tests whether the 

polygon faces the computer screen or not. The second part of 

the method uses the dot product between the vector normal to 

the polygon and the vector that points to the light source 

point to calculate the amount of light reflected by the 

polygon for a given light source point. For the first part of 

the method two possible cases are shown in Figure 4.7. In 

Figure 4.7 (a), the vector normal to the Polygon and the line 

of sight vector create an angle phi smaller than 90 degrees. 

This particular Polygon faces the viewpoint and should be 

shown at Element show time. In Figure 4.7 (b), the angle 

between the two vectors is greater than 90 degrees and 

therefore this polygon is not facing this particular 

viewpoint. It should not be shown. This procedure is 

implemented in three steps. In the first step, three points 

in the polygon are chosen. These three points have to be 

different from each other in order to get a vector normal to 

the polygon surface. For this reason, the points are checked 

against each other to assure they are different from each 

other. The second step involves the calculation of the vector 

normal to the polygon. This involves the calculation of two 

vectorial rests between Polygon points. The vectorial product 

between these two vectors is calculated, thus obtaining a 

vector normal to the polygon surface. The third step is the 

calculation of the dot product between the vector normal to 

the Polygon and the line of sight vector. The line of sight 

vector is calculated using the viewpoint angles theta and phi. 

The dot product is then calculated and finally, the visibility 

test is performed. 

The last part of this method uses the already defined 

vector normal to the polygon surface and the illumination 

point vector to calculate the intensity of the light reflected 

by the polygon for a given set of illumination angles. Three 

steps are involved in this last part of the method. The first 
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one is the calculation of the line of illumination vector. 

This is similar to the calculation of the line of sight 

vector. The next step is the calculation of the dot product 

between this line of illumination vector and the vector normal 

to the Polygon surface. Finally the result of the dot product 

is interpreted. The light intensity variable is given a value 

equal to the value of this dot product. The Intensitycolor 

value is defined from the light intensity variable. This 

Intensitycolor variable defines the color in the gray level 

mask used to show the polygon. In the VGA color format a 

value of 0 corresponds to black, a value of 8 corresponds to 

light black, a value of 7 corresponds to white and a value of 

15 corresponds to light white. 

The next method calculates the minimum depth of the 

polygon for a given view point. 

next: 
Procedure Polygon.GetMinDepth; 

Var Dummy:PointNodePointer; 

Begin 

Mindepth:=-maxint 

If Not Isvisible then Exit; 

Dummy:=last; 

While dummy<>nil do 

Begin 

dummyA.pA.cs:=cs; 

dummyA.pA.Projection2d; 

Its source code is shown 

If dummyA.pA.zO>MinDepth then MinDepth:=dummyA.pA.zQ; 

dummy:=dummyA.prev; 

End; 

End; 

This method is used in conjunction with the painter's 

algorithm for the system global hidden line removal approach. 

Its purpose is to return the minimum depth value of the 

polygon at a given viewpoint. This depth value is used to 

sort the Polygons in the system to implement the painter's 

global hidden line removal algorithm. 
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The next method of the Polygon object is the show method. 
Procedure Polygon.show; 

Var colordummy,ilocal:Integer; 

Polypoints:array[1 .• MaxPolypointsl of pointtype; 

Dummy:PointNodepointer; 
Buffer:Pointer; 

Xbi,Xbf,Ybi,Ybf:Integer; 
Begin 

If (Isvisible=false) and (Wireframe=False) then exit; 

dummy:= last; 

Ilocal:=1; 

While dummy<>nil do 

Begin 

d~.p~.cs:=cs; 

d~.p~.Projection2d; 

polypoints[ilocal].x:=dummy~.p~.xO+XO; 

polypoints[ilocall.y:=dummy~.p~.yO+YO; 

If Polypoints[ilocall.x>Xmax then Xmax:=Polypoints[ilocall.x; 

If Polypoints[ilocal].x<Xmin then Xmin:=Polypoints[ilocalJ.x; 

If Polypoints[ilocall.y>Ymax then Ymax:=Polypoints[ilocalJ.y; 

If Polypoints[ilocalJ.y<Ymin then Ymin:=Polypoints[ilocalJ.y; 

inc(ilocal,1>; 

dummy:=dummy~.prev; 

End; 

Setcolor(Color); 

If Wireframe then 

Graph.Drawpoly(Ilocal-1,polypoints) 

Else 

Begin 

Xbi:=Xmin;Ybi:=Ymin;Xbf:=Xmax;Ybf:=Ymax; 

If Xbi<O Then Xbi:=O; If Ybi<O then Ybi:=O; 

If Xbf<O Then Xbf:=O; If Ybf<O then Ybf:=O; 

If Xbf>Getmaxx Then Xbf:=Getmaxx; 

If Ybf>Getmaxy then Ybf:=Getmaxy; 

If Maxavail>=Imagesize(Xbi,Ybi,Xbf,Ybf) then 

Getmem(Buffer,Imagesize(Xbi,Ybi,Xbf,Ybf)) 

Else exit; 

If BtackWhite then 

Begin 
If (Round(Intensity*6)<0) then Intensity:=O; 

Setfillpattern(Graylevel[Round(Intensity*6)l, Color>; 

Graph.Fillpoly(Ilocal-2,polypoints); 

End 

Else 

Begin 

Setfillstyle(solidfill,color); 
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End; 

Setcolor(getBkcolor); 

Setfillpattern(FirstPatternn,Color); 
Setfillstyle(12,Color); 

Graph.Fillpoly(Ilocal-2,polypoints); 

Getimage(Xbi,Ybi,Xbf,Ybf,BufferA); 
Setfillstyle(1,0); 

Bar(Xbi,Ybi,Xbf,Ybf); 

Setfillpattern(FirstPatternp,Intensitycolor); 

Setfillstyle(12,Intensitycolor); 

Graph.Fillpoly(llocal-2,polypoints); 

Putimage(Xbi,Ybi,BufferA,Xorput); 

Freemem(Buffer,Imagesize(Xbi,Ybi,Xbf,Ybf)); 

End; 

End; 

This method displays the Polygon according to its display 

parameters. It checks first whether the polygon is visible 

for the given set of display angles. This is done by the 

Isvisible method. If the result of the visibility test is 

positive, then the points of the polygon are copied from the 

Point3D linked list to a points in the screen array. This 

array is used by the Turbo Pascal graphic Fillpoly procedure 

to display the Polygon on the screen. While these points are 

being copied to the array, the values of the limit variables 

Xmin, Ymin, Xmax and Ymax are being updated. The next step in 

the method verifies that these limit variables are within the 

range of the actual display window. If they exceed these 

limits, their values are modified to fit within them. The 

next step is to create a pointer to the memory space required 

to copy the Polygon. This is used to display the light 

intensity gray level mask. Finally the polygon is displayed 

in two steps. The first one draws a full Polygon in the color 

given by its Color variable. The second one uses the 

illumination color and the light intensity gray level mask to 

draw an overlapping shadow. When the Polygon is displayed in 

black and white, the polygon is drawn using the gray level 

black and white mask that corresponds to the illumination 

value. The bitmap values of this mask are shown in Figure 4.8. 
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FirstPatternP:Fillpatterntype=(SAA,S55,SAA,S55, 

FirstPatternN:Fillpatterntype=(S55,SAA,S55,SAA, 

Graylevel:Array [0 •• 6] of FiLLPatternType= 

SAA,S55,SAA,S55); 

S55,SAA,S55,SAA); 

((SOO,SOO,SOO,SOO,SOO,SOO,SOO,SOO), 
(S88,SOO,S22,SOO,S88,SOO,S22,SOO), 
($88,S22,S88,SDD,S88,S22,S88,SDD), 
(SCC,SCC,S33,S33,SCC,SCC,S33,S33), 
(S77,SDD,S77,S22,S77,SDD,S77,S22), 
(S77,SFF,S77,SFF,S77,SFF,S77,SFF), 
(SFF,SFF,SFF,SFF,SFF,SFF,SFF,SFF)); 

Figure 4.8. Light Intensity Shading Masks. 
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The following is the source code of the Polygon hide 
method: 
Procedure Polygon.Hide; 

Var dummy:Integer; 
Begin 

Dummy:=Color; 

color:=GetBkcolor; 

Show; 

color:=Dummy; 

Eoo; 

This method displays the Polygon in the background color 

erasing it from the screen. It uses the same principle as the 

Point hide method. It stores the current drawing color values 

in a temporal variable, and restores them after the Polygon 

has been erased. 

The code of the polygon thick and unthick methods is show 

next: 
Procedure Polygon.Thick; 

var PrevWf:Boolean; 

Begin 

PrevWf:=Wireframe; 

Wireframe:=True; 

Setlinestyle(0,0,3); 

Show; 

Setlinestyle(0,0,1); 

Wireframe:=PrevWf; 

eoo; 

Procedure Polygon.Unthick; 

Begin 

Setlinestyle(0,0,3); 

Hide; 

Setlinestyle(0,0,1); 

Show; 

Eoo; 
The purpose of these methods is to draw the border of the 

Polygon using thick lines. They are used for the selection of 

Polygons in the Element generation methods. Both methods use 

the Polygon show method changing the line thick value. 
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The following is the source code of the Polygon Move3D 
method: 

Procedure Polygon.Move3d(Delta:point3d>; 

Var Dummy:PointNodepointer; 
Begin 

dummy:=last; 

While dummy<>nil do 

Begin 

D~.pA.Init(D~.pA.x +Delta.x, OummyA.pA.y+Oelta.y, DummyA.pA.z+Delta.z, 

Cs,DummyA.pA.Genpred); 

dummy:=dummyA.prev; 

End; 

End; 

This method takes as a parameter a displacement point and 

adds this value to all the points in the Polygon point linked 

list. The constructor structure is used to give the new 

values to these points. 

The following is the source code of the Polygon Rotate3D 

method: 
Procedure Polygon.Rotate3d(Axis:Point3d; Xangle,Yangle,Zangle:real); 

Var Oummy:Pointnodepointer; 

Temppoint:Point3d; 

Localpoint:VectorType; 

Begin 

LocalPoint.Init(O,O,O,Axis.Cs,nil); 

Temppoint.lnit(O,O,O,Axis.Cs,nil); 

Oummy:=last; 

While dummy<>nil do 

Begin 
Localpoint.Dif(DummyA.pA,Axis); 

Temppoint.x:=Localpoint.x*Cos(Yangle)*Cos(Zangle)+ Localpoint.y*(·Sin(Zangle))+ 

End; 

Localpoint.z*Sin(Yangle); 

Temppoint.y:=Localpoint.x*Sin(Zangle) 

Localpoint.z*(·Sin(Xangle)); 

Temppoint.z:=Localpoint.x*(·Sin(Yangle)) 

+ Localpoint.y*Cos(Xangle)*Cos(Zangle)+ 

+ Localpoint.y*Sin(Xangle)+ 

Localpoint.z*Cos(Xangle)*Cos(Yangle); 

oummyA.pA.Init(Temppoint.x+Axis.x, Temppoint.y+Axis.y, Temppoint.z+Axis.z, 

Cs,DummyA.pA.Genpred); 

dummy:=dummyA.prev; 

End; 
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The method requires four parameters: The axis of 

rotation and the rotation angles with respect to the X, Y, and 

Z axis. The rotation is performed in three steps. First, a 

translation of the origin of the polygon to the axis of 

rotation. Then, the rotation itself using the cartesian 

coordinate system rotation formulae. Finally, a second 

translation of the point back to the original coordinate 

system. This is implemented by means of two temporal 

variables: LocalPoint and TempPoint. The results of the first 

translation are stored in the Local Point variable. The 

results of the rotation are stored in the TempPoint variable. 

Finally, the final translation is done directly to the 

Polygon's points data fields. 

The following is the source code of the Polygon Modify 

method: 
Procedure Polygon.modify; 

Var Cross:Crosstype; 

Counter,Total:Integer; 

0'-""'Y: Poi ntNode; 

Indata:Inputtype; 

Option:Strtype; 

Begin 

0'-""'Y:=last"; 

Total:=O'-""'Y.index-1; 

Cross.init(O'-""'Y.p".x0,0'-""'Y.p".Y0,0); 

Cross. Show; 

Counter:=Total; 

Indata.Init(cs); 

Repeat 

Option:=Indata.Getstr(''>; 

If extkey Then 

Case option[1l of 

#72,#75:Begin 

Cross.Hide; 
If counter>1 then Oec(counter, 1) else counter:=total; 
If 0'-""'Y.Prev<>Nil then 0'-""'Y:=Oummy.prev" else 0'-""'Y:=Last".prev"; 

cross.init(Oummy.p".x0,0'-""'Y·P"·Y0,0); 

Cross.Show; 

End; 

#77,#80:Begin 
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Else; 

End 

Cross.Hide; 

If Counter<total then lnc(Counter,1) else counter:=1; 
Lookfor(counter+1,Dummy.p); 

Cross.init(Dummy.pA.xO,Dummy.pA.YO,O); 
Cross.Show; 

End; 

Else 

Case option[1] of 

#13:Begin 

Else; 

End; 

If counter>2 then 

Begin 

lookfor(counter-1,Dummy.p); 

Prevp.xO:=Dummy.pA.xQ; 

Prevp.yO:=Dummy.pA.yO; 

End 

Else 

Begin 

Prevp.xO:=lastA.prevA.pA.xO; 

Prevp.yO:=lastA.prevA.pA.yO; 

End; 

If counter< total-1 Then 

Begin 

Lookfor(counter+1,Dummy.p>; 

nextp.xO:=Dummy.pA.xO; 

nextp.yO:=Dummy.pA.yO; 

End 

Else 

Begin 

nextp.xO:=lastA.prevA.pA.xO; 

nextp.yO:=lastA.prevA.pA.yQ; 

End; 

Cross. Hide; 

Lookfor(counter,Dummy.p); 

lndata.Getpoint('' ,Dummy.pA,'m'); 

Cross.Show; 

End; 

Until Option[1]=#13; 

Cross. Hide; 

End; 

The objective of this method is to change the shape of 

the Polygon object by changing the position of one or several 
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of its points. This method is a loop divided in two parts. 

The first part looks for the point whose position will be 

changed. The second part locates the point's new coordinates. 

The method uses the InputType object Rk and Getpoint methods 

which will be described later on. 

The following is the code of the Polygon Amplify method: 
Procedure Polygon.Amplify(Factor:Real); 

Var Dummy:PointNodePointer;Centx,Centy:Integer; 
Begin 

If factor=1 then exit; 

GetCenter(Centx,Centy); 

Dummy:=last; 

While dummy<>nil do 

Begin 

dummyA.pA.xO:=Round((dummyA.pA.xO-Centx)*Factor +Centx); 

d~.pA.yO:=Round((dummyA.pA.yO-Centy)*Factor +Centy); 
dummyA.pA.projection3d; 

dummy:=d~.prev; 

End; 

End; 

This method expands or contracts the Polygon contour by 

a constant value. It uses the Polygon Getcenter procedure to 

locate the center of the Polygon and then multiplies every 

Polygon Point3D by the Factor variable. This expansion 

involves three steps. The first one translates the origin of 

every point from the global coordinate system to the 

geometrical center of the Polygon. The next one performs the 

expansion by multiplying the coordinates of every point by the 

expansion constant. Finally, the last step translates back 

the coordinates of the point to the global coordinate system. 

The next is the source code of the Polygon Upsidedown 

method: 
Procedure Polygon.Upsidedown; 

Var ha,h2a,hprev,compare:PointNodePointer; 

Counter: Integer; 

Begin 

Counter:=1; 
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ha:=last; 

COIJ1)are:=last; 

last:=nil; 

While ha<>nil do 

End; 

Begin 

hprev:=ha; 

ha:=ha"'.prev; 

hprev"'.index:=counter; 

inc(counter,1); 

hprev"'.prev:=last; 

last:=hprev; 

End; 

The purpose of this method is to reverse the order of the 

points in the Polygon linked list. Reversing the order of the 

linked list is similar to rotating the Polygon 180 degrees 

from its center. This means that, if before rotation the 

Polygon was visible for the given view point parameters, after 

rotation it will not be visible. This is because of the 

vectorial nature of the visibility test. This method is used 

by the Element generation method. 

The next is the source code of the Polygon Copy method: 
Procedure Polygon.Copy(InitiaLPoly:Polygon; Var Pointlist:Point3dPointer); 

Var Oummy:PointNodePointer; 

Begin 

Cs:=Initialpoly.Cs; 

last: =nil; 

Oummy:=Initialpoly.last; 

While dummy<>nil do 

Begin 
Pointlist:=New(Point3dPointer,Init(Oummy"'.p"'.x, Dummy"'.p"'.y,Oummy .... p .... z, cs,Pointlist)); 

Add(Pointl ist); 

dummy:=dummy .... prev; 

End; 

Upsidedown; 

End; 

This method creates a carbon copy of the Polygon passed 

as a parameter. It creates a new point list. This method 

combined with the Move method generates parallel polygons. 

These parallel polygons are used to generate different 
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sections of the same element. 

The following is the Polygon Getcenter method source 
code: 

Procedure Polygon.Getcenter(Var CenterX,CenterY:Integer>; 
Var Dummy:PointNodePointer; 

Counter,xsum,ysum:Integer; 

Begin 

Xsum:=O; 

Ysum:=O; 

counter:=O; 

Dummy:=last; 

While (dummy<>nil) and (dummyA.prev<>nil) do 

Begin 

xsum:=xsum+d~.pA.xO; 

ysum:=ysum+dummyA.pA.yO; 

inc(counter, 1); 

dummy:=d~.prev; 

End; 

CenterX:=Trunc(Xsum/counter); 

CenterY:=Trunc(Ysum/counter); 

End; 

This method uses the geometrical centroid approach for 

the calculation of the geometric center of the Polygon. It is 

used as a part of the Polygon Amplify method. This method may 

also be used to calculate Elements geometric properties. 

Finally the following is the source code of the Polygon 

destructor structure: 
Destructor Polygon.Done; 

Var Dummy,Temp:PointNodePointer; 

Begin 

Dunmy:=last; 

While Dummy<>Nil do 

Begin 

Temp:=Dunmy; 

Dummy:=DummyA.prev; 

Di spose(Temp); 

End; 

End; 

This method frees the memory space in use by the 

Polygon's Point3D linked list. 
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4.3.2.4 PolygonNode Record 

Since an element is formed by a series of Polygons, a 

structure is required to store these Polygons in a linked list 

for use at the Element level. The following is its source 
code: 

PolygonNode=Record 

P:PolygonPointer; 

Index: Integer; 

Prev:PolygonNodepointer; 

End; 

In a similar way to the PointNode record, this structure 

has three data fields: the pointer to the polygon object, the 

index and the pointer to the previous node in the Polygon 

linked list. 

4.3.2.5 Element Object 

The Element object is at the top of the geometric data 

base hierarchy. The elements are generated using the 

extrusion like process and its data are stored using Polygon 

meshes. Its data fields have been presented previously in the 

"Actor as Object" theater play-computer animation analogy. 

The following is the public declaration of the element source 

code: 
Element=Object(Point3d) 

Last:PolygonNodepointer; 

color:lntegerPointer; 

n: integer; 

Pointlist:Point3dPointer; 

Xmin,Ymin,Xmax,Ymax:lnteger; 

Xang,Yang,Zang:Real; 

TransDelta:Point3d; 

Name:Strtype; 

BlackWhite:Boolean; 

Dataindisk:Boolean; 

Constructor lnit(cso:csvars); 

Procedure lncrementSettings(xa,ya,za,xt,yt,zt:Real); 

Procedure Add(Newele:Polygonpointer>; 

Procedure Show;Virtual; 

Procedure Hide;Virtual; 

Procedure Generate(lnitialPoly:Polygon; Depth,Amp_Red,Xrot,Yrot,Zrot:Real; 
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Var Projectedpoly:Polygon; Var Sidepolys:Arraypoly); 
Procedure Thick; 

Procedure UnThick; 

Procedure Move3d(Delta:point3d); 

Procedure Resize(Amp_Red:Real); 

Procedure Copy(Original:Element); 

Procedure Rotate3d(Axis:Point3d; Xangle,Yangle,Zangle:real); 

Procedure Lookfor(lnitial:Point3dPointer;i:Integer; Var Value:Point3dpointer); 
Procedure ReadfromDisk(Filename:Strtype>; 

Procedure WriteToDisk(Filename:Strtype); 

Destructor Done;Virtual; 

End; 

The Element object descends from the Point3D object. The 

main part of its database are two linked lists: one of Polygon 

objects and one of Point3D objects. Other data fields include 

color and number of elements. It contains also translation 

and rotation parameters represented by the TransDelta, Xang, 

Yang and Zang variables. Other data fields are a Name string 

variable, and display window coordinates Xmin, Ymin, Xmax and 

Ymax. The last data fields are the boolean display variables 

BlackWhite and DatainDisk. The BlackWhite variable defines 

whether the Element will be drawn in color or not. The second 

boolean variable DatainDisk, defines the kind of memory that 

will be used to sort the Polygons for the painter's global 

hidden line removal algorithm. The geometric element methods 

can be classified in three groups of methods: Element 

generation, Element manipulation, and Element display. There 

are four methods in the Element generation group: the 

Constructor, Add, Lookfor, and Generation methods. The 

element manipulation group include the Element Move3D, 

Rotate3D, Copy, Resize, ReadFromDisk, WriteToDisk, and 

IncrementSettings methods. Finally, the element display 

methods are the Show, Hide, Thick, and Unthick methods. 

The following is the source code of the Element object 

Constructor structure: 
Constructor Element.Init(Cso:Csvars); 

Begin 
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Point3d.Init(O,O,O,Cso,nil); 
XO:=O;YO:=O; 
n:=O; 

DatalnDisk:=True; 
Black~hite:=False; 

New(Color); 
colorA:=10; 

last:=nil; 

Pointlist:=nil; 

Xmax:=-maxint;Ymax:=-maxint; 

Xmin:=maxint; Ymin:=maxint; 

IncrementSettings(O,O,O,O,O,O); 

End; 

This method uses the Point3D constructor structure to 

initialize the Element absolute position. It also sets the 

Element display boolean variables to its default values. The 

DatainDisk variable is initialized to a true value, which 

means that the operations with elements are done using disk 

memory. The Color variable is set to true with the initial 

color value set to green. In the next part of the method, the 

Polygon and Point3D objects linked lists are pointed to a null 

address. The Element window display variables are initialized 

to the same values as the Polygon window display variables. 

Finally the increment settings used in the motion of the 

Element are initialized to null values. 

Next, the source code of the element Add and LookFor 

methods is shown: 
Procedure Element.Add(Newele:Polygonpointer); 

Var dummy:PolygonNodepointer; 

Begin 

New(dummy); 

NeweleA.~ireframe:=False; 

DummyA.p:=Newele; 

Inc(n,1); 
DummyA.index:=n; 

DummyA.prev:=last; 

last:=dummy; 

End; 

Procedure Element.LookFor<Initial:Point3dPointer; i:Integer; Var Value:Point3dpointer); 
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Var target:Point3dPointer; 
Begin 

Target:=Initial; 

While (targetA.index<>i) and (target<>nil) do 

Target:=targetA.Genpred; 

Value:=Target; 

End; 

The purpose of these methods is to manage the Polygon and 

Point3D linked lists. The first method adds a Polygon to the 

Element Polygon linked list. This linked list uses the 

PolygonNode type. The method allocates memory for the 

PolygonNode pointer and then copies the data of the NewEle 

parameter to this memory. It increments the linked list index 

every time a new polygon is added to the list. The second 

method looks for a point in the Element Point linked list. 

The following is the Element Generate method: 
Procedure Element.Generate(lnitialPoly:Polygon; Depth,Amp_Red,Xrot,Yrot,Zrot:Real; 

Var Projectedpoly:Polygon; Var Sidepolys:Arraypoly); 

Var Sidepoly:Polygon; 

Projside,Dummy:PointNodePointer; 

Polypoint:PolygonPointer; 

RotationAxis:Point3d; 

Counter: Integer; 

Begin 

ProjectedPoly.Init(lnitialPoly.Cs); 

ProjectedPoly:=InitialPoly; 

ProjectedPoly.last:=nil; 

Dummy:=Initialpoly.last; 

While dummy<>nil do 

Begin 
Pointlist:=New(Point3dPointer,Init(DummyA.pA.x, DummyA.pA.y, DummyA.pA.z+depth, cs,Pointlist>>; 

ProjectedPoly.Add(Pointlist); 

dummy:=dummyA.prev; 

End; 
ProjectedPoly.UpsideDown; 

ProjectedPoly.Amplify(Amp_Red>; 

RotationAxis.Init(O,O,O,cs,nil); 
ProjectedPoly.Rotate3d(RotationAxis,Xrot,Yrot,Zrot); 

Oummy:=Initialpoly.last; 

Projside:=ProjectedPoly.last; 

Counter:=1; 
While dummyA.Prev<>nil do 
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End; 

Begin 

Sidepoly.init(lnitialPoly.Cs); 
SidePoly.Add(OummyA.p); 

SidePoly.Add(OummyA.PrevA.p>; 

SidePoly.Add(ProjsideA.PrevA.p>; 

SidePoly.Add(ProjsideA.p>; 

SidePoly.Add(D~.p); 

Polypoint:=New(PolygonPointer,Init(lnitialpoly.cs)); 
sidepoly.show; 

Sidepolys[counter]:=sidepoly; 

Inc(Counter,1); 

PolypointA:=sidepoly; 

Add(Polypoint>; 

projside:=projsideA.prev; 

dummy:=dummyA.prev; 

End; 

The creation of a section of an element requires as input 

parameters the base polygon to be projected, the final surface 

expansion or reduction factor, the depth of the section, and 

the rotation angles (with respect to the X, Y, and z cartesian 

axis) for the final projected Polygon. There are two 

additional parameters given to the generation method: the 

Projectedpoly polygon and the Sidepolys array of Polygons. 

The Projectedpoly variable returns the resultant polygon after 

the element section generation. This polygon may vary in 

size, angle, or shape from the original projection polygon. 

The Sidepolys array of polygons has information about the 

lateral polygons generated as a result of the projection of 

the initial polygon. These lateral polygons may be used later 

on to start a new branch of the Element. The generation 

method has three principal parts. The first part copies the 

original projection polygon to an auxiliary polygon object 

displaced in depth with respect to the original polygon. The 

auxiliary polygon is the other end of the element section 

being generated. The second part modifies the projected 

polygon using the given expansion-reduction factor and the 

rotation parameters. Finally, the last part of the method 

generates the lateral polygons that correspond to the 
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generated element sector. This extrusion like element 

generation process generates the element slice by slice. It 

is powerful enough to generate the most complex geometric 

objects. The calculation of geometric properties is 

simplified. 

The next part of this chapter shows the code of the 

element manipulation methods. The first three methods are the 

Element Move3D, Resize, and Rotate3D methods. These three 

methods work either using data from memory or from disk. Each 

method is divided on two main parts. The first one operates 

with the coordinates of the element using an external file. 

The second one operates with the element using the data stored 

in memory. For small systems, where plenty of memory is 

available, the operations are done using data from memory. 

However, for complex systems, there is not enough space in 

memory to allocate all their geometric data. Therefore the 

operations are done at disk memory level. 

The following is the code of the Element Move3D method: 

Procedure Element.Move3d(Delta:point3d); 

Var Dummy:Point3dpointer; 

filein,fileout:Text;Straux:Strtype; 

Dir:Dirstr;Jname:Namestr;Ext:Extstr; 

xvalue,yvalue,zvalue:Real; 

Begin 

If DatalnDisk then 

Begin 

If Pos('*',Name)<>O then exit; 

Assign(Filein,Name); 

Fsplit(Name,Dir,Jname,Ext>; 

Reset(Filein); 

Assign(Fileout,Dir+Jname+'.old'); 

If Fsearch(Dir+Jname+'.old' ,'')<>'' then 

Erase(Fileout); 

Assign(Fileout,Dir+Jname+'.bak'>; 

Rewrite(Fileout>; 

Readln(filein,xvalue,yvalue,zvalue>; 

While xvalue<>maxint do 
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Begin 

Writeln(Fileout,xvalue+Delta.x:10:5,' ', yvalue+Delta.y:10:5,' ', zvalue+Delta.z:10:5); 
Readln(filein,xvalue,yvalue,zvalue); 
Eoo; 

Writeln(Fileout,maxint,' ',maxint,' ',maxint); 
While not eof(Filein) do 

Begin 

Readln(filein,Straux); 

Writeln(Fileout,Straux); 

Eoo; 

Close(Filein); 

Close(Fileout); 

Rename(Filein,Dir+Jname+'.old'); 

Rename(Fileout,Dir+Jname+'.dat'); 

Eoo 

Else 

Begin 

dumrny:=Pointlist; 

While dumrny<>nil do 

Begin 

DumrnyA.Init(DumrnyA.x+Delta.x, DummyA.y+Delta.y, D~.z+Delta.z,Cs,DummyA.Genpred); 

dummy:=dummyA.Genpred; 

Eoo; 

Eoo; 

Eoo; 

The objective of this method is to change the position of 

the Element by the distance given in the Delta variable. This 

translation is done by adding the values of the Delta variable 

to the values of the points of the Element. The first part of 

the method performs this operation using the data in disk. It 

opens and closes the external file associated to the element, 

and reads, modifies, and writes the element point coordinates. 

The second part of the method translates the position of the 

element by using the data stored in RAM memory. 

The following is the source code of the Element Resize 

method. 
Procedure Element.Resize(Amp_Red:Real); 

Var Oummy:Point3dpointer; 

filein,fileout:Text;Straux:Strtype; 

Dir:Dirstr;Jname:Namestr;Ext:Extstr; 

xvalue,yvalue,zvalue:Real; 
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Begin 

If DatalnDisk then 
Begin 

If Pos('*',Name)<>O then exit; 

Assign(Filein,Name); 

Fsplit(Name,Dir,Jname,Ext); 
Reset(filein); 

Assign(Fileout,Dir+Jname+'.old'); 

If Fsearch(Dir+Jname+'.old' ,' 1 )<> 11 then Erase(Fileout); 
Assign(fileout,Dir+Jname+ 1 .bak 1 ); 

Rewrite(Fileout); 

Readln(filein,xvalue,yvalue,zvalue); 
~hile xvalue<>maxint do 

Begin 

~riteln(Fileout,xvalue*Amp_Red:10:5, 1 1 yvalue*Amp_Red:10:5, 1 1 , zvalue*Amp_Red:10:5); 

Readln(filein,xvalue,yvalue,zvalue); 

Eoo; 

~riteln(fileout,maxint, 1 1 ,maxint, 1 1 ,maxint); 

~hile not eof(Filein) do 

Begin 

Readln(filein,Straux); 

~riteln(Fileout,Straux); 

Eoo; 

Close(Filein); 

Close(Fileout); 

Rename(Filein,Dir+Jname+ 1 .old 1 ); 

Rename(Fileout,Dir+Jname+ 1 .dat 1 ); 

Eoo 

Else 

End; 

Begin 

dummy:=Pointlist; 

~hile dummy<>nil do 

Begin 

DummyA.Init(DummyA.x*Amp_Red, DummyA.y*Amp_Red, DummyA.z*Amp_Red,Cs,DummyA.Genpred); 

dummy:=dummyA.Genpred; 

End; 

End; 

The objective of this method is to change the display 

scale of an element. This is accomplished by multiplying the 

coordinates of the Element points by the Amp_Red factor. In 

a similar way to the Element Move3D method, the first part of 

the method performs the scaling operation to the data stored 
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in disk, and the second part works with the data stored in 
memory. 

Next, 
presented: 

the code of the Element Rotate3D method is 

Procedure Element.Rotate3d(Axis:Point3d; Xangle,Yangle,Zangle:real); 
Var Dummy:Point3dpointer; 

Temppoint:Point3d; 

Localpoint:Vectortype; 

filein,fileout:Text;Straux:Strtype; 

Dir:Oirstr;Jname:Namestr;Ext:Extstr; 

Srchrec:Searchrec; 

Procedure ActualRotation; 

Begin 

Temppoint.x:=Localpoint.x*Cos(Yangle)*Cos(Zangle)+ Localpoint.y*(-Sin(Zangle))+ 

Localpoint.z*Sin(Yangle); 

Temppoint.y:=Localpoint.x*Sin(Zangle) 

Localpoint.z*(-Sin(Xangle)); 

Temppoint.z:=Localpoint.x*(-Sin(Yangle)) 

+ Localpoint.y*Cos(Xangle)*Cos(Zangle)+ 

+ Localpoint.y*Sin(Xangle)+ 

Localpoint.z*Cos(Xangle)*Cos(Yangle); 

Eoo; 

Begin 

If DatainOisk then 

Begin 

If Pos('*',Name)<>O then exit; 

Assign(Filein,Name); 

Fsplit(Name,Oir,Jname,Ext); 

Reset(Filein); 

Assign(Fileout,Dir+Jname+'.old'); 

FiooFirst(Dir+Jname+'.old',archive,srchrec); 

If Ooserror=O then Erase(Fileout); 

Assign(Fileout,Oir+Jname+'.bak'); 

Rewrite(Fileout); 

Readln(filein,TempPoint.x,TempPoint.y,TempPoint.z); 

~hile TempPoint.x<>maxint do 

Begin 

Localpoint.Dif(TempPoint,Axis); 

ActualRotation; 

~riteln(Fileout,TempPoint.x+Axis.x:10:5,' ', TempPoint.y+Axis.y:10:5,' ', 

TempPoint.z+Axis.z:10:5); 

Readln(filein,TempPoint.x,TempPoint.y, TempPoint.z); 

Eoo; 
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Writeln(Fileout,maxint,' ',maxint,' ',maxint); 
While not eof(Filein) do 

Begin 

Readln(filein,Straux); 

Writeln(Fileout,Straux); 

End; 
Close(Filein); 

Close(Fileout); 

Rename(Filein,Dir+Jname+'.old'); 

Rename(Fileout,Dir+Jname+'.dat'); 
End 

Else 

End; 

Begin 

Dummy:=Pointlist; 

While dummy<>nil do 

Begin 

Localpoint.Dif(DummyA,Axis); 

ActualRotation; 

D~.Init(Temppoint.x+Axis.x, Temppoint.y+Axis.y, Temppoint.z+Axis.z,Cs,DummyA.Genpred); 
dummy:=dummyA.Genpred; 

End; 

End; 

The objective of this method is to rotate an element in 

space. The rotation involves three steps for each point. 

First, a translation of the origin of the system to the axis 

of rotation. Then, the rotation operation itself. And 

finally, a translation of the Element's Points coordinates 

back to the origin of the system. The rotation operation is 

performed by the subroutine ActualRotation. In a similar way 

to the two previous outlined Move3D and Resize methods, the 

first part performs the operations to the data in the disk, 

and the second part operates with the data in RAM memory. 

The following is the code of the Element Copy method: 

Procedure Element.Copy(Original:Element); 

Var Oummy:PolygonNodepointer; Polypoint:PolygonPointer; 

Begin 

dummy:=Original.last; 

While dummy<>nil do 

Begin 
Polypoint:=New(PolygonPointer,lnit(Original.cs)); 
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End; 

PolypointA.Copy(DummyA.pA,Pointlist>; 

Add(Polypoint>; 

dummy:=dummyA.prev; 

End; 

The objective of this method is to generate a copy of the 

Element data fields. The only operation involved is the copy 

of the element constituent polygons to the new element 

structure. 

The following are the 

ReadFromDisk methods: 
Procedure Element.WriteToDisk(Filename:Strtype>; 

Var Counter:Integer; 

DummyPoint:Point3dpointer; 

DummyPoly:PolygonNodepointer; 

Dummy:PointNodepointer; 

FileE le: Text; 

Begin 

Assign(FileEle,Filename); 

Rewrite(FileEle); 

dummyPoint:=Pointlist; 

Counter:=1; 

While dummyPoint<>nil do 

Begin 

Element WriteToDisk 

Writeln(FileEle,DummyPointA.X:10:5,' ', DummyPointA.Y:10:5,' ', DummyPointA.Z:10:5>; 

DummyPointA.index:=Counter; 

dummyPoint:=dummyPointA.Genpred; 

Inc(counter, 1); 

End; 

dummyPoly:=last; 

Writeln(FileEle,Maxint,' ',Maxint,' ',Maxint>; 

While dummyPoly<>nil do 

Begin 
dummy::OummyPolyA.pA.last; 

While dummy<>nil do 

Begin 
Write(FileEle,dummyA.pA.Index,' '>; 

dummy:=dummyA.prev; 

End; 

Writeln(FileEle); 

dummyPoly:=dummyPolyA.prev; 

End; 
Close(FileEle); 
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End; 

Procedure Element.ReadFromDisk(Filename:Strtype); 
Var Srchrec:Searchrec; 

Xr,Yr,Zr:Real; 

Indexvalue,Initial,Node,Counter,Assigned:Integer; 

DummyPoint,NodePoint:Point3dpointer; 

DummyPoly:Polygon; 

Polypoint:PolygonPointer; 

Dummy:PointNodepointer; 

FileEle:Text; 

LUT:Array[1 •• 600]of Word; 

Function Pointinlist(Var Indexval:Integer; LocalPoint:Point3dPointer; Xv,Yv,Zv:Real):Boolean; 
Var LocalDummy:Point3dPointer; 

Foundit:Boolean; 

Begin 

Foundit:=False; 

LocalDummy:=LocalPoint; 

While (LocalDummy<>Nil) and (Not Foundit) do 

Begin 

If (Xv=LocalDummyA.x) and (Yv=LocalDummyA.y) and CZv=LocalDummyA.z) then 

Begin 

Found It: =True; 

IndexVal:=LocaldummyA.Index; 

End; 
LocalDummy:=LocalDummyA.Genpred; 

End; 

PointinList:=Foundit; 

End; 

Begin 

Assign(FileEle,Filename); 

FindFirst(FileName,archive,srchrec>; 

If Doserror<>O then exit; 

Reset(Fi leEle); 

Counter:=1;Assigned:=1; 

Readln(FileEle,Xr,Yr,Zr>; 

DunmyPoint:=Ni l; 

While Xr<>maxint do 

Begin 
If Not Pointinlist(Indexvalue,DummyPoint,Xr,Yr,Zr) then 

Begin 

OummyPoint:=New(Point3dPointer, Init(Xr,Yr,Zr,Cs,DummyPoint)); 

OummyPointA.Index:=Assigned; 

Indexvalue:=Assigned; 
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lnc(Assigned,1); 

End; 

Lut[counterl:=lndexvalue; 

lnc(Counter,1); 

Readln(FileEle,Xr,Yr,Zr); 
End; 

Dec(Counter,1); 

Pointlist:=DummyPoint; 

While not Eof(FileEle) do 
Begin 

DummyPoly.lnit(Cs); 

While Not SeekEoln(FileEle) Do 
Begin 

Read(FileEle,Node); 

Lookfor(DummyPoint,LUT[Nodel,NodePoint); 

DummyPoly.Add(NodePoint); 

End; 

DummyPoly.Upsidedown; 

ReadlnCFileEle); 

Polypoint:=New(PolygonPointer,lnit(cs)); 

dl.ITfllYpol y. show; 

PolypointA:=Dl.ITfllYpoly; 

Add(Polypoint); 

End; 

Close(FileEle); 

End; 

These methods store the data of the element in an 

associated external file. The data are stored in ASCII format 

so that it can be imported from and exported to any other 

program. the data of the element is stored in two steps. 

First, the coordinates of the points that form the polygons 

are stored. And then, the information about the polygons is 

stored. The data of the points are stored in numeric format. 

Three columns are written, each one for the point X, Y, and Z 

coordinates, respectively. The end of the point listing is 

marked by writing a point whose X, Y, and Z coordinate values 

correspond to the Maxint constant. This Maxint constant 

represents the maximum value of an integer variable and has a 

numerical value of 32767. When choosing this particular value 

as a flag, it is assumed the unlikeness of the existence of a 

point with these coordinates. The data of the polygons are 
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represented by the position of its constituent points in the 

point list mentioned above. The ReadFromDisk method has an 

additional subroutine that checks for repetition of the values 

of the points in the element point linked list. This is 

implemented by passing the points data using a filter that 

verifies its uniqueness. 

The following is the Element Incrementsettings method: 
Procedure Element.lncrementSettings(Xa,Ya,Za, Xt,Yt,Zt:Real); 
Begin 

Xang:=Xa; 

Yang:=Ya; 

Zang:=Za; 

TransDelta.lnit(xt,yt,zt,Cs,nil); 

End; 

This method is used to set the motion parameters of the 

element. These motion parameters are translation and rotation 

increments. The translation parameters xt, Yt, and zt are 

stored in the TransDelta point object. The rotation 

parameters are stored in the Xang, Yang, and Zang variables. 

The next set of methods deals with the display of the 

element. The element hide method uses the element show 

method. The element thick and unthick methods are the same, 

and use reverse image mapping. The following is the source 

code of the element show method: 

Procedure Element.show; 

Var Durrmy:Pol ygonNodepointer; 

Begin 

durrmy:=last; 

Yhile durrmy<>nil do 

Begin 
DurrmyA.pA.cs:=cs; 

OurrmyA.pA.color:=colorA; 

DurrmyA.pA.BlackWhite:=BlackYhite; 

OummyA.pA.XO:=XO; 

OurrmyA.pA.YQ:=YO; 

OummyA.pA.Xmin:=maxint; 

OurrmyA.pA.Ymin:=maxint; 

OurrmyA.pA.Xmax:=-maxint; 
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End; 

DummyA.pA.Ymax:=-maxint; 

D~.pA.show; 

If DummyA. pA. xmax>Xmax then Xmax: =D~. pA. xmax; 

If DummyA.pA.xmin<Xmin then Xmin:=D~.pA.xmin; 
If DummyA.pA.ymax>Ymax then Ymax:=DummyA.pA.ymax; 
If DummyA.pA.ymin<Ymin then Ymin:=DummyA.pA.ymin; 
dummy:=dummyA.prev; 

End; 

Drawing an element is equivalent to drawing its 

constituent polygons. This method has three main parts. 

First, it updates the display parameters of the constituent 

polygons. Second, it draws the polygons using the polygon 

show method. Finally, it updates the element window size 

variables Xmax, Ymax, Xmin, and Ymin. 

The Element Hide method code is shown next: 
Procedure Element.Hide; 

Var dummy:lnteger; 

Begin 

Dummy:=ColorA; 

colorA:=GetBkcolor; 

Show; 

colorA:=Dummy; 

End; 

This method uses the Polygon hide principle. It hides 

the element using the element show method, changing the value 

of the display color to the value of the background color. 

The following is the source code of the Element Thick and 

Unthick methods: 
Procedure Element.Thick; 

Var Buffer:Pointer; 

NeedMem: Integer; 

Begin 
If Xmin<O Then Xmin:=O; If Ymin<O then Ymin:=O; 

If Xmax<O Then Xmax:=O; If Ymax<O then Ymax:=O; 

If Xmax>Getmaxx Then Xmax:=Getmaxx; 

If Ymax>Getmaxy then Ymax:=Getmaxy; 

NeedMem:=lmagesize(Xmin,Ymin,Xmax,Ymax); 

If NeedMem>Memavail then exit; 
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Getmem(Buffer,NeedMem); 

Getimage(Xmin,Ymin,Xmax,Ymax,BufferA>; 

Putimage(Xmin,Ymin,BufferA,Notput); 

Freemem(Buffer,lmagesize(Xmin,Ymin,Xmax,Ymax)); 
End; 

Procedure Element.Unthick; 

Begin 

Thick; 

End; 

The purpose of these methods is to highlight an Element. 

These two methods are the same. They use reversed image 

mapping to signal the presence of the object. They first 

verify the validity of the Xmin, Ymin, Xmax, and Ymax 

variables. Then, if enough memory is available, an image 

buffer is initialized. The next step stores the image within 

the boundaries of the element and then copies it back to the 

screen using the NOR boolean operator (i.e. reverse the image 

map). Finally, it de-allocates the memory used by the image 

buffer. 

Finally, the following is the element destructor 

structure. 
Destructor Element.Done; 

Begin 

Last:=nil; 

Pointlist:=nil; 

End; 

This structure changes the address of the point and 

polygon linked lists to a null value. 

4.3.2.6 ElementNode Record 

The last structure in the Object3D unit is the 

ElementNode record. It is used for the creation of a linked 

list of element objects at the system level. Its code 

corresponds to a linked list node with pointers to the element 

object and to the previous ElementNode in the linked list. 

Its implementation is shown next: 
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ElementNode=Record 

P:ElementPointer; 

Index: Integer; 

Prev:ElementNodepointer; 

End; 

4.3.3 UNIT DATAIN 

This unit includes the 

includes the InputType object. 

data input procedures. It 

The InputType object is a set 

of robust methods for the input of real, integer and boolean 

values, strings of characters, and geometrical points and 

figures. This input can be either from the keyboard or from 

an external file. The input can also be written to an 

external file for later reutilization. 

4.3.3.1 InputType Object 

The InputType object is a collection of robust data input 

methods. These methods are designed for use under a graphical 

interface environment. The core of these methods is a 

character by character reading method called Rk. The Rk 

method is the actual input interface. The other input methods 

get their input from it. It is used as an input error filter. 

The code of the InputType object is shown next: 

InputType=Object 

Readfrombatch,Writetobatch:Boolean; 

Delta: integer; 

Showscreen:Boolean; 

xi ,yi :Word; 

textstr:Textline; 

scr:Screen; 

Batch:Text; 

Xmin,Ymin,Xmax,Ymax:integer; 

Pcopy:Pointer; 

ScrPoint:Point3d; 

Constructor InitCCsv:Csvars); 

Destructor Done;Virtual; 
Procedure Settings(CAx,Cay, Xmn,Ymn,Xmx,Ymx:Integer); 

Procedure BooleanSettings(Rfb,Wtb,Shwscr:Boolean; Btch:Strtype); 

Procedure Displaymsg(msg:Strtype); 

Procedure Hidemsg; 
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Procedure Rk; 

Function Getstr(Msg:Strtype):Strtype; 

Function Getint(Msg:Strtype; Oldval:lnteger):lnteger; 

Function Getreal(Msg:Strtype; Oldval:Real):Real; 

Function GetBoolean(Msg:Strtype):Boolean; 

Procedure Getpoint(Msg:Strtype; Var Point:Point3d; Option:char); 

Procedure GetBasicFigure(Kind:Char; Var Result:Polygon; Var Pointlist:Point3dPointer); 
End; 

The data fields on the object are used for its operation. 

They include boolean control variables such as: ReadFromBatch, 

Wri teToBatch and Showscreen. The ReadFromBatch variable 

defines whether the input is obtained from the keyboard or 

from an external file. If the WriteToBatch variable is set to 

true, the input is written to an external file. The input 

stored in this file can be reentered later to the program. 

The ShowScreen variable defines whether there is an open input 

screen. The data fields also include display entities such as 

the screen object Scr and the graphical string of characters 

Textstr object. The input parameters variables include Delta 

which is a cursor input step value, and xi and yi that 

represent the initial input string coordinates within the 

input window. The external file associated with the input is 

given by the Batch variable. There are also a point variable, 

a pointer and window coordinates for the copy and move 

operations. 

The InputType methods are grouped in display or input 

methods. Display methods include the Constructor, Destructor, 

Settings, BooleanSettings, Displaymsg, and Hidemsg methods. 

The Input methods include the Rk, Getstr, Getint, GetReal, 

GetPoint, and GetBasicFigure methods. The following is the 

code of the constructor structure: 
Constructor lnputType.lnit(Csv:Csvars); 

Begin 
Readfrombatch:=False; 

Writetobatch:=False; 

Oelta:=5; 

Showscreen:=True; 
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Eoo; 

xi:=20; 

yi:=Getmaxy-20; 

Pcopy:=Nil; 

ScrPoint.lnit(O,O,O,Csv,Nil); 

This structure initialize the control and display 

parameters to the default values shown. It also initialize 

the ScrPoint variable and points the image copy buffer to a 
null value. 

The following is the code for the Settings and 
BooleanSettings methods: 
Procedure lnputtype.Settings(Cax,Cay,Xmn,Ymn, Xmx,Ymx:lnteger); 
Begin 

Centerarc.XO:=Cax; 

Centerarc.YO:=Cay; 

Xmin:=Xmn;Ymin:=Ymn; 

Xmax:=Xmx;Ymax:=Ymx; 

Eoo; 

Procedure lnputtype.BooleanSettings(Rfb,Wtb,Shwscr:Boolean; Btch:Strtype); 
Begin 

ReadFromBatch:=Rfb; 

WriteToBatch:=Wtb; 

Showscreen:=Shwscr; 

If length(Btch)>O then Assign(Batch,btch); 

If RFB then Reset(Batch) else If Wtb then Rewrite(Batch); 

Eoo; 

The first of these methods initialize the input 

parameters to the default values shown. The BooleanSettings 

method changes the values of the boolean input variables to 

the values given by the Rfb, Wtb, Shwscr, and Btch variables. 

In the last part of the method, an external file is open and 

prepared for input or output. 

The following is the source code of the InputType 

DisplayMsg and HideMsg methods: 
Procedure lnputtype.Displaymsg(msg:Strtype); 

Begin 

If (length(msg)=O) then exit; 

Graphdefaults; 
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Scr.lnit(18,Getmaxy-22,4+ Textwidth(msg)+ 20*Textwidth('w'), 4+Textheight('p')); 

Scr.Settings(True,True,Getmaxcolor,O); 
Scr.Show; 

Graphdefaults; 

Textstr.lnit(20,Getmaxy-20+Textheight('p'),msg,0); 

xi:=24+textwidth(msg+' '>; 
yi:=Getmaxy-20+Textheight('p');; 

Textstr.Show; 

End; 

Procedure lnputtype.Hidemsg; 

Begin 

If showscreen then Scr.Hide; 

End; 

The DisplayMsg method consists of two parts. The first 

one opens the display window using the Scr object. The second 

one initialize and displays the Textstr object. Before the 

implementation of both sections of the first method, the 

Graphdefaults procedure of Turbo Pascal is used to reset the 

graphic parameters. The HideMsg uses the Scr object hide 

method to shut down the text string. 

The following is the code of the rk method: 
Procedure lnputtype.rk; 

Var dummycolor:Byte; 

Begin 

Esckey:=false; 

Extkey:=False; 

If ReadfromBatch then 

Begin 

If keypressed or eof(Batch) Then 

Begin 

Close(Batch); 

ReadFromBatch:=false; 

rk; 

Exit; 

End; 

Repeat 
read(Batch,Dummychar); 

Until Not Stop; 

End 

Else 
Dummychar:=Readkey; 
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If (Not ReadfromBatch) and WriteToBatch then 
Repeat 

Write(Batch,Dummychar>; 

Until not Stop; 

Case Dummychar of 

#O:Begin 

rk; 

Straux:=Dummychar; 

Extkey:=true; 

End; 

#8:If (Length(Straux) >= Length('0')) Then 
Begin 

End; 

If showscreen then 

Begin 

dummycolor:=Getcolor; 

Setcolor(O); 

Dec(xi,Textwidth(Straux[Length(straux)J)); 

Outtextxy(xi,yi,Straux[length(straux)J); 

Setcolor(dummycolor); 

End; 

Delete(Straux,Length(Straux),1); 

End; 

#27:Esckey:=true; 

#13:If straux[OJ=#O then 

Straux:=Concat(straux,Dummychar); 

#33 •• #126: 

Begin 

Straux:=Concat(Straux,Dummychar); 

If showscreen then 

Begin 

Outtextxy(xi,yi,Dummychar); 

Inc(xi,Textwidth(Dummychar)); 

End; 

End; 

Else If Not (Dummychar in [#10,#131) then Beep 

End 

This method inputs characters from either the computer 

data input accessories like the keyboard or the mouse, or 

reads it from an external file. It has two main parts. The 

first part performs the input of the character, and the second 

one filters and classifies it. The resulting character is 

returned in the DummyChar variable. The ReadFromBatch 

variable defines whether the input is from a file or not. If 
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the input is to be read from a file, the program goes into a 

loop until a character is obtained. This loop verifies the 

integrity of the data read from the file, and cancels the 

operation if the EOF of the input file is reached or if a key 

is pressed in the keyboard. If the input is read from the 

keyboard, the Turbo Pascal Dos unit Readkey command is used. 

After this character is obtained, the WriteToBatch variable is 

checked, and if true the character is written to the external 

input file associated to the object. 

The second part of the method classifies the character in 

one of the following categories: Normal character, Extended 

character, Escape character, or Edition characters. A case 

statement is used for this purpose. An extended character is 

returned by the readkey function as two characters. First a 

#O ASCII code character is used as a flag to indicate the 

presence of an extended character, and then the actual 

extended character code is returned in a second character. 

These extended characters include keyboard special function 

keys like the position arrows, the function keys and some 

combination of keys preceded by the <Ctrl> or the <Alt> keys. 

The normal characters are the ones whose ASCII value falls 

within the range of 31 to 126. These characters correspond 

to uppercase and lowercase letters, numbers and punctuation 

signs. The escape character is a special control character 

and it is generally used to abort an operation. There is a 

boolean variable to indicate when the escape character has 

been pressed. Finally the text edition characters include 

some control registers like the back-space (ASCII code #8), 

the line feed (ASCII code #10) and the carriage return (ASCII 

code #13) characters. The first character, the backspace, is 

used to correct input errors. Since the unit runs in graphic 

mode, the correction to the input data has to be done with 

graphic characters. This is the reason for the existence of 
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an input correction loop. The last line feed and carriage 

return characters indicate the end of line. 

The following is the source code for the InputType Getstr 

method: 

Function Inputtype.GetStr(Msg:Strtype):Strtype; 
Begin 

Displaymsg(Msg>; 

Straux:=''; 

Repeat 

rk; 

Until (Dummychar in [#10,#13]) or Extkey or Esckey; 

Hidemsg; 

Getstr:=straux; 

End; 

The objective of this method is to create a string of 

characters using the output from the Rk method. 

displays the inquiry string given in the Msg object. 

It also 

The following is the source code of the InputType Getint 

and GetReal function methods. 
Function Inputtype.Getint(Msg:Strtype; Oldval:Integer):Integer; 

Var Valid,Numaux:Integer;Realaux:Real;Straux:Strtype; 

Begin 

Repeat 

Straux:=Getstr(msg+ '(' +streal(Oldval,10,0,True)+'):'); 

If straux[1]<>#13 then 

Begin 

Val(Parse(Straux),Realaux,Valid); 

If Realaux-Frac(Realaux)=Realaux then Valid:=O 

else val id:=1; 

End 

Else 

val id:=1; 

Numaux:=Trunc(Realaux+0.000001); 

Until (valid=O> or Esckey or (Dummychar in[#10,#13J); 

If (valid=O) then Getint:=Numaux Else Getint:=Oldval; 

End; 

Function Inputtype.Getreal(Hsg:Strtype;Oldval:Real):Real; 

Var Valid:Integer;Numaux:real;Straux:Strtype; 

Begin 
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Repeat 

Straux:=Getstr{msg+'{'+streal{Oldval,10,4,True)+'):'); 
If straux[1]<>#13 then 

Val(Parse(Straux),Numaux,Valid) 

Else valid:=1; 

Until (valid=O) or Esckey or {Dummychar in[#10,#13l); 

If (valid=O) then Getreal:=Numaux Else Getreal:=Oldval; 

End; 

Both of these methods use the Getstr method to get the 

input in ASCII format, filter it, and translate it to numeric 

format. Both methods receive as parameters the previous value 

of the variable they are modifying. If the input operation is 

aborted, or if an invalid value is passed to the function, the 

old value of the variable is returned. The GetReal method 

only checks for a numerical value. The Getint checks for an 

integer numerical value. 

The following is the code of the GetBoolean method: 

Function Inputtype.GetBoolean(Msg:Strtype):Boolean; 

Var Value:Boolean; 

Begin 

DisplayMsg(Msg); 

Repeat 

Rk; 
Until (Upcase(Dummychar) in ['Y' ,'N'l) or Esckey; 

If Upcase{Dummychar)='Y' Then GetBoolean:=True 

else GetBoolean:=False; 

HideMsg; 

End; 

This method is used in truejfalse type questions. It 

uses the Rk method to get a character, and returns a true 

value if the uppercase or lowercase "Y" character is read. It 

returns a false value otherwise. 

The InputType graphical GetPoint method is shown next: 

Procedure Inputtype.Getpoint(Msg:Strtype;Var Point:Point3d; Option:char); 

Var r:integer;raux,Numaux:real; 

xorig,yorig, 

Val ido: integer; 

memv:Word; 

Tetainic,Tetafin:Integer; 
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xp1,yp1,xp2,yp2:integer; 

Completed,window,redraw:boolean; 
Cross:Crosstype; 

Dummychar:Strtype; 

pv:pointer; 

Procedure AngulosdelArco(centrox,centroy, origenx,origeny, finx,finy:real); 
Var teta1,teta2:Real; 
Begin 

Teta1:=ArcoTan(Centrox,Centroy,Origenx,Origeny, ScrPoint.Cs.Rasp); 

Teta2:=ArcoTan(Centrox,Centroy,Finx,Finy, ScrPoint.Cs.Rasp); 

If (teta1>0) and (teta2=0) then teta2:=360; 

tetainic:=Round(teta1); 

tetafin:=Round(teta2); 

If tetainic<O then inc(tetainic,360); 

If tetafin<O then inc(tetafin,360); 

End; 

Begin 

Completed:=false; 

xorig:=ScrPoint.xO;yorig:=ScrPoint.yO; 

window:=false; 

Cross.Init(ScrPoint.XO,ScrPoint.YO,ScrPoint.ZO); 

Cross.Show; 

Displaymsg(msg); 

Showscreen:=False; 

repeat 

Dummychar:=GetStr(''>; 

If Extkey Then 

Case Dummychar[1] Of 

#71:Begin 

If ScrPoint.xO>O Then ScrPoint.xO:=ScrPoint.xO -Delta; 

If ScrPoint.yO>O Then ScrPoint.yO:=ScrPoint.yO -Round(Delta*ScrPoint.Cs.Rasp); 

End; 

#72:If ScrPoint.yO>O Then ScrPoint.yO:=ScrPoint.yO -Round(Delta*ScrPoint.Cs.Rasp); 

#73:Begin 

ScrPoint.xO:=ScrPoint.xO+Delta; 

If ScrPoint.yO>O Then ScrPoint.yO:=ScrPoint.yO -Round(Delta*ScrPoint.Cs.Rasp); 

End; 
#75:If ScrPoint.xO>O Then ScrPoint.xO:=ScrPoint.xO -Delta; 

#77: ScrPoint.xO:=ScrPoint.xO+Delta; 

#79:Begin 

If ScrPoint.xO>O Then ScrPoint.xO:=ScrPoint.xO -Delta; 

ScrPoint.yO:=ScrPoint.yO +Round(Delta*ScrPoint.Cs.Rasp); 

End; 

#80:ScrPoint.yO:=ScrPoint.y0 +Round(Delta*ScrPoint.Cs.Rasp); 

#81:Begin 
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ScrPoint.xO:=ScrPoint.xO+Delta; 

ScrPoint.yO:=ScrPoint.yO+Round(Delta*ScrPoint.Cs.Rasp); 
End; 

Else; 

End 

Else 

Begin 

Val(Parse(Dummychar),Numaux,Valido); 

If (valido=O) And (Dummychar[1J<>#13) Then 

ScrPoint.Init(Numaux,Getreal('y:',Point.y), Getreal('z:',Point.z), ScrPoint.Cs,nil) 
Else 

Case Dummychar[1J Of 

'+':Delta:=Delta*8; 

'-':If Delta>=8 Then 

Delta:=round(Delta/8); 

#13,#27:Begin 

If Dummychar[1J=#27 then 

Begin 

ScrPoint.x:=xorig; 

ScrPoint.y:=yorig; 

End; 

cross. Hide; 

ScrPoint.Projection3D; 

Showscreen:=True; 

Hidemsg; 

Point:=ScrPoint; 

Exit; 

End 

Else; 

End; 

End; 

Cross. Hide; 

lf window then 

Begin 

Putimage(xp1,yp1,pvA,Normalput); 

Freemem(pv,memv); 

End 

else window:=true; 

raux:=sqrt(sqr((ScrPoint.xO-xorig+O.OO)) +sqr((ScrPoint.yO-yorig+O.OO)/ ScrPoint.Cs.Rasp)); 

r:=round(raux); 

raux:=raux/ScrPoint.Cs.scale; 

Case Option of 

'c' :Begin 

xp1:=xorig-r; 

xp2: =xor i g+r; 

yp1:=yorig-r; 
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yp2:=yorig+r; 

E~; 

'a':Begin 

raux:=rou~(sqrt(sqr((CenterArc.XO-xorig))+sqr((CenterArc.YO-yorig)* 

ScrPoint.Cs.Rasp))); 

r:=rou~(raux); 

raux:=raux/ScrPoint.Cs.scale; 

xp1:=Rou~(CenterArc.XO)·r; 

xp2:=Round(CenterArc.XO)+r; 

yp1:=Rou~(CenterArc.YO>-r; 

yp2:=Rou~(CenterArc.YO)+r; 

If ScrPoint.xO>xp2 then xp2:=ScrPoint.x0; 

If ScrPoint.yO>yp2 then yp2:=ScrPoint.yO; 

If ScrPoint.xO<xp1 then xp1:=ScrPoint.x0; 

If ScrPoint.y0<yp1 then yp1:=ScrPoint.y0; 

AngulosdelArco(CenterArc.XO, ScrPoint.Cs.cy-(CenterArc.YO), xorig, 

E~; 

'l','r':Begin 

ScrPoint.Cs.cy-yorig, ScrPoint.xO, ScrPoint.Cs.cy-ScrPoint.yO); 

If ScrPoint.xO>xorig then 

Begin xp1:=xorig;xp2:=ScrPoint.xO; E~ 

Else 

Begin xp1:=ScrPoint.xO;xp2:=xorig; E~; 

If ScrPoint.yO>yorig then 

Begin yp1:=yorig;yp2:=ScrPoint.yO; E~ 

Else 

Begin yp1:=ScrPoint.yO;yp2:=yorig; E~; 

E~; 

'p':Begin 

xp1:=ScrPoint.xO+xmin-xorig; yp1:=ScrPoint.yO+ymin-yorig; 

xp2:=ScrPoint.xO+xmax-xorig; yp2:=ScrPoint.yO+ymax-yorig; 

E~; 

'n':Begin 

xp1:=ScrPoint.xO; yp1:=ScrPoint.y0; 

xp2:=ScrPoint.xO;yp2:=ScrPoint.yO; 

E~; 

'm':Begin 

xp1:=ScrPoint.xO; xp2:=ScrPoint.xO; yp1:=ScrPoint.yO;yp2:=ScrPoint.yO; 

If prevp.xO<xp1 then xp1:=prevp.x0; If (prevp.y0)<yp1 then yp1:=prevp.y0; 

If prevp.xO>xp2 then xp2:=prevp.x0; If Cprevp.y0)>yp2 then yp2:=prevp.y0; 

If nextp.xO<xp1 then xp1:=nextp.x0; If (nextp.y0)<yp1 then yp1:=nextp.y0; 

If nextp.xO>xp2 then xp2:=nextp.x0; If Cnextp.y0)>yp2 then yp2:=nextp.y0; 

E~ 

Else; 

E~; 

if xp1<1 then xp1:=0; 
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if xp2<1 then xp2:=0; 

if yp1<1 then yp1:=0; 

if yp2<1 then yp2:=0; 

memv:=imagesize(xp1,yp1,xp2,yp2); 
getmem(pv ,memv); 

if pv=nil then Exit; 

Getimage(xp1,yp1,xp2,yp2,pvA>; 

Case Option of 

'l':Line(ScrPoint.xO,ScrPoint.yO,xorig,yorig); 

'r':Rectangle(ScrPoint.xO,ScrPoint.yO, xorig,yorig); 

'c':Circle(xorig,yorig,r); 

'a' :Begin 

Line(Round(CenterArc.XO), Round(CenterArc.YO), ScrPoint.xO,ScrPoint.yO); 

Arc(Round(CenterArc.XO), Round(CenterArc.YO), tetainic,tetafin,r); 
End; 

'p':putimage(Xp1,Yp1,pcopyA,Orput); 

'm':Begin 

Line(prevp.xO,prevp.yO, ScrPoint.xO,ScrPoint.yO); 

Line(nextp.xO,nextp.yO, ScrPoint.xO,ScrPoint.yO); 

End 

Else; 

End; 

Cross.xO:=ScrPoint.xO; 

Cross.yO:=ScrPoint.yO; 

cross.Show; 

until Completed=true; 

End; 

The objective of this method is to get the coordinates of 

a point on the screen. This is the graphical primitive input. 

It uses a position cross to input points in the display 

window. It has different input options such as: single point 

input; Line, Rectangle, Circle, and Arc primitive polygons 

input; and, finally, the input for the Polygon Modify, Copy 

and Move methods. Its implementation is divided into two 

sections. The first section gets the coordinates of the 

point, and the second draws the appropriate output according 

to the operation being performed. The first part uses the 

Crosstype object show and hide methods to indicate the 

position of the cursor in the input window. The Rk method is 

used then to get the direction of motion. The source of this 

motion input is either the keyboard or the mouse. Both give 
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back the same extended key codes for the up, down, right, and 

left motions. After the new location of the input point is 

known, the method draws or modifies the position of the input 

polygon or element based on the value of the option variable. 

For a single point, it draws a small position cross above it. 

A line or a rectangle can be drawn using the position of the 

input point and the origin point. For a circle, the 

equivalent radius (given by the distance between the input and 

origin points) is calculated first. To draw an arc, three 

points are used: the center, the arc initial point, and the 

final point. For the copy and move methods it copies the 

image to and from a buffer. The implementation of these 

methods involves two steps. First the old image (if any) is 

erased, and then the new or modified image is shown. The 

value of the point is returned in the Point variable. 

The following is the code for the Input Type 

GetBasicFigure method: 
Procedure Inputtype.GetBasicfigure(Kind:Char; Var Result:Polygon; Var Pointlist:Point3dPointer>; 

Var InitialPoint,FinalPoint,PreviousPoint:Point3d; 

Temporal:Polygon; 

Counter,InitAng,LastAng:Integer; 

Incangle,r:Real; 

First:Boolean; 

Begin 

Temporal.Init(Result.Cs); 

FinalPoint.Init(O,O,O,Result.Cs,nil); 

PreviousPoint.Init(O,O,O,Result.Cs,nil); 

InitialPoint.Init(O,O,O,Result.Cs,nil); 

Case Kind of 

'l','r':Begin 
Getpoint('lnitial Point',FinalPoint,'n'); 

FinalPoint.Index:=1; 

If Kind='l' then 

Repeat 
PreviousPoint:=FinalPoint; 
Pointlist:=New(Point3dpointer, Init(PreviousPoint.x, PreviousPoint.y, PreviousPoint.z, 

Result.Cs,Pointlist)); 

Temporal.add(Pointlist); 

Getpoint('final Point',FinalPoint,'l'>; 
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Until CFinalPoint.xO=PreviousPoint.xO) and (FinalPoint.yO=PreviousPoint.yO) 
Else 

Begin 

InitialPoint:=FinalPoint; 

Getpoint('final Point',FinalPoint,'r'); 

Pointlist:=New(Point3dpointer, Init(InitialPoint.x,InitialPoint.y, InitialPoint.z, 

Result.Cs,Pointlist)); 

Temporal.add(Pointlist>; 

PreviousPoint:=InitialPoint; 

PreviousPoint.xO:=FinalPoint.xO; 

PreviousPoint.Projection3d; 

Pointlist:=New(Point3dpointer, Init(PreviousPoint.x, PreviousPoint.y, PreviousPoint.z, 

Result.Cs,Pointlist>>; 

Temporal.add(Pointlist); 

Pointlist:=New(Point3dpointer, Init(FinalPoint.x, FinalPoint.y, FinalPoint.z, 

Result.Cs,Pointlist)); 

Temporal.add(Pointlist); 

PreviousPoint:=InitialPoint; 

PreviousPoint.yO:=FinalPoint.yO; 

PreviousPoint.Projection3d; 

Pointlist:=New(Point3dpointer, Init(PreviousPoint.x, PreviousPoint.y, PreviousPoint.z, 

Result.Cs,Pointlist)); 

Temporal.add(Pointlist>; 

Pointlist:=New(Point3dpointer, Init(lnitialPoint.x, lnitialPoint.y, InitialPoint.z, 

Result.Cs,Pointlist)); 

Temporal.add(Pointlist>; 

End; 

End; 

'c' ,'a':Begin 

getpoint('Center Point',lnitialPoint,'n'>; 

InitialPoint.Index:=1; 

If Kind='c' then 

Begin 

FinalPoint:=InitialPoint; 

getpoint('Radius',FinalPoint,'c'>; 

r:=sqrt(sqr(lnitialpoint.x0-Finalpoint.x0+0.00) 

+sqr((lnitialpoint.y0-Finalpoint.y0+0.00)/Result.Cs.Rasp>>; 

InitAng:=O;LastAng:=360; 

FinalPoint.xO:=Round(lnitialPoint.XO+r); 

FinalPoint.yO:=InitialPoint.yO; 

End 

Else 

Begin 

CenterArc.XO:=InitialPoint.xO; 

CenterArc.YO:=InitialPoint.yO; 

PreviousPoint:=InitialPoint; 
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GetPoint('Radius and initial point', PreviousPoint,'n'); 

r:=sqrt(sqr(PreviousPoint.xO- InitialPoint.xO+O.OO) 

+sqr((PreviousPoint.y0-InitialPoint.y0+0.00)/ Result.Cs.rasp)); 
Finalpoint:=PreviousPoint; 

GetPoint('Final Point',FinalPoint,'a'); 

LastAng:=Arcotan(Centerarc.xO, -Centerarc.yO, FinalPoint.XO,-FinalPoint.YO, Result.Cs.rasp); 

InitAng:=Arcotan(Centerarc.xO,-Centerarc.yOpreviousPoint.XO,-PreviousPoint.YO'esult.Cs.rasp); 

FinalPoint:=PreviousPoint; 

Else; 

End; 

Incangle:=360/(4+Trunc(r/5)); 

If InitAng>LastAng then 

LastAng:=LastAng+360; 

Counter:=Round(Initang/lncangle); 

First:=False; 

Repeat 

If First then 

Begin 

FinalPoint.xO:=Round(lnitialPoint.XO+ r*cos(pi/180*counter*Incangle)); 

FinalPoint.yO:=Round(lnitialPoint.y0r*Result.Cs.Rasp*sin(pi/180*counter*lncangle)); 

End 

Else First:=True; 

FinalPoint.Projection3d; 

Pointlist:=New(Point3dpointer, Init(FinalPoint.x, FinalPoint.y, FinalPoint.z, 

Result.Cs,Pointlist)); 

PointlistA.Index:=Counter+1- Round(lnitang/lncangle); 

Temporal.add(Pointlist); 

Jnc(Counter,1>; 

Until (counter)*Jncangle>=Lastang; 

FinalPoint.xO:=Round(InitialPoint.XO+ r*cos(pi/180*Lastang)); 

FinalPoint.yO:=Round(lnitialPoint.yO- r*Result.Cs.Rasp* sin(pi/180*Lastang)); 

FinalPoint.Projection3d; 

Pointlist:=New(Point3dpointer,Init(FinalPoint.x, FinalPoint.y,FinalPoint.z,Result.Cs, 

Pointlist)); 

PointlistA.Jndex:=Counter+1- Round(lnitang/Incangle); 

Temporal.add(Pointlist); 

End 

End; 

FinalPoint.Done; 

InitialPoint.Done; 

PreviousPoint.Done; 

Result:=Temporal; 

End; 

The objective of this method is to return a primitive 

polygon using the GetPoint method. These primitive polygons 
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can be either lines, rectangles, circles, or arcs. Any 

complex polygon can be generated using a combination of these 

simple primitives. This method is divided into two parts. 

The first part deals with the input of lines and rectangles, 

and the second part with the input of circles and arcs. The 

first part groups the line and rectangle inputs because of the 

similarity of the input data for both polygons. After the 

initial and final points are defined, a new polygon object is 

created. Input for circles and arcs is obtained in the second 

part of the method. Both circles and arcs are divided in a 

discrete number of points, and these points are connected to 

create circular-like polygons. For the input of a circle, two 

points are required: a center point and a point in its 

perimeter. This point in the perimeter is used to calculate 

the radius of the circle. For an arc three input points are 

required: the center point, a initial point in the perimeter 

(also used as the initial point of the arc), and a point to 

indicate the end point of the arc. For both the circle and 

the arc, first the input points are obtained, and then a loop 

to discretize them is performed. 

Finally the InputType destructor structure is shown: 

Destructor lnputtype.Done; 

Begin 
If ReadFromBatch or WriteToBatch then Close(Batch); 

End; 

This structure closes the external input file if any of 

the ReadFromBatch and the WriteToBatch variables is true. 

4.3.4 Unit Coordinates 

The coordinates unit contains the source code of the 

coordsystem object. This object corresponds to the "Stage" in 

the computer animation-theater play analogy. It groups 

polygon and element objects and coordinates the global display 

and motion activities. The following is the source code of 

the interface part of the Coordsystem object. 
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Coordsystem=Object(Screen) 

LastEle:ElementNodePointer; 

LastPoly:PolygonNodePointer; 

PolyOepthlist:PolygonPointer; 

Polypoints:PointBranch; 

nele,npoly:Integer; 

Xmin,Ymin,Xmax,Ymax:Integer; 

CycleNumber:Word; 

ShowPoly,BlackWhite:Boolean; 
Cs:Csvars; 

Name:Textline; 

InOut:InputType; 

UseOisk,RioGen,SavePic:Boolean; 

OutFileName,RioFileName:Strtype; 

DiskPDL:PosDepthPointer; 

DiskTotal:Integer; 

PolyFile:DiskPolyFile; 

Constructor Init(Xo,Yo,Xf,Yf:Integer; Ateta,Afi,Ascale,Arasp:Real; 

Aname:Strtype;alteta,alfi:Real); 

Destructor Done;Virtual; 

Procedure Getconfig(Configfile:Strtype); 

Procedure CsChanges; 

Procedure AddPoly(Newele:Polygonpointer>; 

Procedure AddEle(Newele:Elementpointer); 

Procedure SortPolygon(ltem:PolygonPointer>; 

Procedure Show;Virtual; 

Procedure SeekPoly(i:Integer; Var Value:Polygonpointer); 

Procedure SelecPoly(Var Value:Polygon; Var Index:Integer); 

Procedure SeekEle(i:Integer; Var Value:Elementpointer); 

Procedure SelecEle(Var Value:Element); 

Procedure SortPolygonDisk(Item:Polygon); 

Procedure ShowFromDisk; 

Procedure Motion(NCycles:Integer); 

Procedure GetMotionParam(CommandFile:Strtype); 

Procedure PDLUpsidedown; 

Procedure AutoScale; 

Procedure FulllaserPrn; 

End; 

The Coordsystem object descends from the Screen object, 

inheriting its data fields and methods. The additional data 

fields of this object include lists of Points, Polygons, and 

elements and display and motion control variables. LastEle is 

the Elements linked list, LastPoly is the Polygons linked 

list, PolyDepthList is another Polygons linked list used in 
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the global painter's algorithm for hidden line removal, and 

Polypoints is a linked list of points used to transfer data 

between Polygons and Elements. The Nele and Npoly variables 

contain information about the number of Polygons and Elements 

present in the system. The UseDisk, SavePic, ShowPoly, 

BlackWhite, and Cs variables contain information about the 

system display parameters. The Xmin, Ymin, Xmax, Ymax, and 

Name variables determine additional characteristics of the 

display window. The InOut object is used for all the input 

and output operations. The CycleNumber variable controls the 

pace of the system animation. The OutFileName is the name of 

the file which contains the system display parameters. 

Finally, the DiskPDL pointer and the PolyFile variable are 

used in the system show procedure from disk. The methods of 

this object can be classified in two groups: Display methods 

and motion control methods. Among the display methods is the 

constructor structure, which initialize the screen display 

parameters. The Getconfig method reads the system 

configuration parameters from an external file. The CsChanges 

method re-displays the system after changes in the view or 

illumination parameters are done. The AddPoly, AddEle, 

SeekPoly, SeekEle, PDLUpsidedown, and SelecPoly methods 

construct and manipulate the polygon and element objects 

1 inked 1 ists. The SortPolygon, Show, SortPolygonDisk, and 

ShowFromDisk methods are used to display the system using the 

data stored either in RAM memory or in disk. The AutoScale 

and FullLaserPrn methods create high resolution black and 

white output of the system using a laser printer. And 

finally, the Motion and GetMotionParam methods control the 

overall motion of the system. 

The following is the source code of the constructor 

structure: 
Constructor CoordSystem.init(Xo,Yo,Xf,Yf:lnteger; Ateta,Afi,Ascale,Arasp:Real; 

Aname:Strtype;alteta,alfi:real); 
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Begin 

Screen.init(Xo,Yo,Xf,Yf); 
Cs.Theta:=Ateta; 

Cs.Phi:=Afi; 

Cs.Scale:=Ascale; 

Cs.Rasp:=Arasp; 

Cs.cx:=trunc(xf/2); 

Cs.cy:=trunc(yf/2); 

Cs.ltheta:=altheta; 

Cs.lphi :=alphi; 

Xmax:=-maxint;Ymax:=-maxint; 

Xmin:=maxint; Ymin:=maxint; 

Name.Jnit(Trunc(dx/2),2,Aname,O>; 

Name.Settings(1,1,1,color,Centertext,Toptext); 

Lastele:=nil; 

Lastpoly:=nil; 

PolyDepthlist:=Nil; 

DiskPDL:=Nil; 

Polypoints.Jnit; 

nele:=O;npoly:=O; 

CycleNI.IIt>er:=O; 

ShowPoly:=True; 

UseDisk:=False; 

RioGen:=False; 

SavePic:=False; 

Black~hite:=False; 

OutfileName:=•swap'; 

RioFileName:='Swap.scn'; 

End; 

The first part of this method initialize the system 

display parameters to the values given by the Xo, Yo, Xf, Yf, 

Atheta, Aphi, Ascale, Arasp, 

variables. The second part of 

Aname, alteta, and alfi 

the method initialize the 

address of all the pointers to a nil value. And the last part 

of the method initialize the system configuration options to 

default values. 

The following is the code of the Getconfig method: 
Procedure Coordsystem.Getconfig(Configfile:Strtype); 

Var Datatext:Text; 

Oataline,Comparestr,Btch:Strtype; 

Counter: Integer; 

Srchrec:Searchrec; 
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wtf,rff:Boolean; 
Begin 

Assign(Datatext,Configfile); 

Findfirst(Configfile,Archive,Srchrec); 
If Doserror<>O then 

Begin 

Outtextxy(10,getmaxy-12,Configfile+' File not found. Return to continue'); 
Repeat until readkey=#13; 
Exit; 

End; 

WTF:=False;RFF:=False;Btch:=''; 

Reset(Datatext>; 

While Not Eof(Datatext) Do 

Begin 

Readln(Datatext,Dataline); 

For counter:=1 to length(Dataline) Do 

Dataline[CounterJ:=Upcase(Dataline[CounterJ); 

If Pos(':',Dataline)<>O Then 

Begin 

Counter:=Pos(':' ,Dataline); 

Comparestr:=Copy(Dataline,1,Pos(':',Dataline)-1); 

If Comparestr='NAME' then 

Name.s:=Copy(Dataline,Pos(':',Dataline)+1, Length(Dataline)-Pos(':',Dataline)); 

If Comparestr='WTF' then 

If Copy(Dataline,Pos(':',Dataline)+1,1)='T' then WTF:=True 

Else If Copy(Dataline,Pos(':',Dataline)+1,1>='F' then WTF:=False; 

If Comparestr='RFF' then 

If Copy(Dataline,Pos(':',Dataline)+1,1>='T' then RFF:=True 

Else If Copy(Dataline,Pos(':',Dataline)+1,1)='F' then RFF:=False; 

If Comparestr='UD' then 

If Copy(Dataline,Pos(':' ,Dataline)+1,1)='T' then UseDisk:=True 

Else If Copy(Dataline,Pos(':',Dataline)+1,1)='f' then UseDisk:=False; 

If Comparestr='PIC' then 

If Copy(Dataline,Pos(':' ,Dataline)+1,1)='T' then SavePic:=True 

Else If CopyCDataline,Pos(':' ,Dataline)+1,1)='f' then SavePic:=False; 

If Comparestr='B&W' then 

If Copy(Dataline,Pos(':',Dataline)+1,1)='T' then BlackWhite:=True 

Else If CopyCDataline,Pos(':',Dataline)+1,1)='f' then BlackWhite:=False; 

If Comparestr='BTCH' then 

Begin 

Btch:=Copy(Dataline,Pos(':' ,Dataline)+1,Length(Dataline)-Pos(':',Dataline)); 

End; 

End; 

End; 
lnOut.Booleansettings(RFF,WTF,True,Btch); 

End; 
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This method reads from an external file the system 

configuration parameters like the ReadFromFile, WriteToFile, 

and file Name input variables; and the UseDisk, SavePic, and 

BlackWhite output parameters. It uses the input 

Booleansettings method to initialize the input object 
parameters. 

CsChanges method: 
Procedure Coordsystem.CsChanges; 

Var DummyEle:ElementNodePointer; 

DummyPoly:PolygonNodePointer; 

Begin 

dummyele:=lastele; 

While dummyele<>nil do 

Begin 

DummyeleA.pA.cs:=cs; 

DummyeleA.pA.xmin:=maxint; 

dummyele:=dummyeleA.prev; 

End; 

dummypoly:=lastpoly; 

While dummypoly<>nil do 

Begin 

DummypolyA.pA.cs:=cs; 

dummypoly:=dummypol~.prev; 

End; 

Show; 

End; 

The CsChanges method upgrades the system display after 

changes are made in the system viewpoint or illumination 

parameters. It changes all the element and polygon display 

parameters and then draws the system. 

The SortPolygon method source code is shown next: 
Procedure Coordsystem.SortPolygon(ltem:PolygonPointer); 

Var Dummy,old,top:PolygonPointer; 

Madeit:boolean; 

Begin 

ltemA.GetMinDepth; 

If ltemA.Mindepth=-maxint then exit; 

top:=PolyDepthList; 

oummy:=PolyDepthlist; 
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old:=nil; 

Madeit:=false; 

If Polydepthlist=nil then 
Begin 

ltemA.Polypred:=nil; 

Polydepthlist:=ltem; 
End 

Else 

Begin 

while (Dummy<>nil) and (not Madeit) do 
Begin 

If DummyA.mindepth>ltemA.mindepth then 
Begin 

old:=Dummy; 

Dummy:=DummyA.Polypred; 

End 

Else 

Begin 

If old<>nil then 

Begin 

oldA.Polypred:=ltem; 

lt~.polypred:=Dummy; 

Madeit:=true; 

End 

Else 

Begin 

lt~.polypred:=Dummy; 

PolyDepthList:=ltem; 

Madeit:=true; 

End; 

End; 

End; 

If not Madeit then 

Begin 

ltemA.polypred:=nil; 

oldA.polypred:=ltem; 

Dummy:=top; 

End; 

End; 

End; 

The objective of this method is to sort by depth the 

Polygons of all the Elements in the system. This is the 

implementation of the painter's global hidden line algorithm 

used by the CoordSystem show method. This particular method 

sorts the polygons using their addresses in RAM memory. 
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However: for systems with a considerable number of polygons, 

the RAM memory of the system is not able to hold the 

information. Therefore, for big systems the sorting procedure 

is implemented using data stored in disk. 

Show method: 
Procedure Coordsystem.Show; 

Var DummyEle:ElementNodePointer; 

DummyPoly:PolygonNodePointer; 

Dummy:PolygonPointer; 

Counter: Integer; 

Begin 

InOut.Displaymsg('Global Hidden Line removal calculation. Please Wait.'); 

If Usedisk then 

Begin 

ShowFrorrOisk; 

InOut. H idemsg; 

Exit; 

End; 

dummyele:=lastele; 

Counter:=1; 

While dummyele<>nil do 

Begin 

dummyPoly:=DummyeleA.pA.last; 

While DummyPoly<>nil do 

Begin 

DummyPolyA.pA.cs:=cs; 

DummyPol~.pA.color:=DummyeleA.pA.colorA; 

DummyPolyA.pA.Xmin:=maxint; 

DummyPol~.pA.Ymin:=maxint; 

DummyPolyA.pA.Xmax:=-maxint; 

DummyPolyA.pA.Ymax:=-maxint; 

SortPolygon(DummyPolyA.p>; 

DummyPoly:=DummyPolyA.prev; 

Inc(Counter,1); 

End; 
dummyele:=dummyeleA.prev; 

End; 

lnOut.Hidemsg; 

Screen.show; 

Name.Show; 

Oummy:=Polydepthlist; 

While Dummy<> nil do 

Begin 
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DummyA.BlackWhite:=BlackWhite; 
DummyA. Show; 

Dummy:=OummyA.Polypred; 
End; 

Polydepthlist:=nil; 

If Not Showpoly then exit; 

dummypoly:=lastpoly; 

While dummypoly<>nil do 

End; 

Begin 

DummypolyA.pA.show; 

dummypoly:=dummypolyA.prev; 

End; 

This method uses the painter's global hidden line removal 

algorithm to display the system of elements using data stored 

in RAM memory. It calls the SortPolygon method for the depth 

sorting operation, and the Polygon show method for the display 

of each of the polygons. 

PDLUpsidedown method. 
Procedure Coordsystem.PDLUpsidedown; 

Var ha,h2a,hprev,compare:Posdepthpointer; 

Begin 

ha:=DiskPdl; 

compare:=DiskPDL; 

Di skPdl :=nil; 

While ha<>nil do 

End; 

Begin 

hprev:=ha; 

ha:=haA.prev; 

hprevA.prev:=DiskPdl; 

0 i skPdl: =hprev; 

End; 

This method reverses the order of the polygon depth 

linked list. This linked list references the position of the 

polygons of the system as stored in a temporal external 

polygon file. This method is used by the ShowFromDisk method. 

SortPolygonDisk method: 

Procedure Coordsystem.SortPolygonDisk(ltem:Polygon); 

var Old,Dummy,Top,Itemlndex:PosDepthPointer; 
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DummyPointNode:PointNodePointer; 
PointFile:PointlnDisk; 

Counter: Integer; 

Madeit:boolean; 
Begin 

DummyPointNode:=ltem.last; 
Counter:=1; 

~hile (DummyPointNode<>Nil) and (Counter<=NPointsPolylnDisk) do 
Begin 

PointFile.Points[Counter,1J:=DummyPointNodeA.pA.x; 

PointFile.Points[Counter,2J:=DummyPointNodeA.pA.y; 

PointFile.Points[Counter,3J:=DummyPointNodeA.pA.z; 

DummyPointNode:=DummyPointNodeA.prev; 

lnc(Counter,1); 

End; 

PointFile.Color:=ltem.color; 

~rite(PolyFile,PointFile); 

New(ltemlndex>; 

ltemlndexA.mindepth:=ltem.MinDepth; 

ltemlndexA.i:=Disktotal; 

Top:=DiskPDL; 

Durmy:=D i skPDL; 

old:=ni l; 

Madeit:=false; 

If DiskPDL=nil then 

Begin 

ltemindexA.prev:=nil; 

DiskPDL:=Itemlndex; 

End 

Else 

Begin 

~hile (Durmy<>nil) and (not Madeit) do 

Begin 

If DummyA.mindepth>ltemlndexA.mindepth then 

Begin 

old: =Durmy; 

Dummy:=DummyA.prev; 

End 

Else 

Begin 

If old<>nil then 

Begin 

oldA.Prev:=ltemlndex; 

ltemlndexA.Prev:=Dummy; 

Madeit:=true; 

End 
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Else 

End; 

End; 

Begin 

ltemlndexA.prev:=Dummy; 

DiskPDL:=Itemlndex; 

Madeit:=true; 

End; 

If not Madeit then 

Begin 

ItemlndexA.prev:=nil; 

oldA.prev:=Itemlndex; 

Dummy:=top; 

End; 

End; 

lnc(DiskTotal,1); 

End; 

This method is the implementation of the polygon depth 

sorting procedure using a polygon file. It uses a pointer to 

associate the positions of these polygons in the file to a 

depth ordered linked list. The sorting method is similar to 

the one used in the RAM memory sort method. 

ShowFromDisk method: 

Procedure Coordsystem.ShowfromDisk; 

Var DummyEle:Element; 

DummyElePointer:ElementNodePointer; 

DummyPoly:PolygonNodePointer; 

DShowPoly,Poly:Polygon; 

Conta2,Counter,Node,NPolyDisk:Integer; 

Xr,Yr,Zr:Real; 

Pointfile:PointlnDisk; 

FileEle:Text; 

InputfileName:String[25l; 

Srchrec:Searchrec; 

Mem1,Mem0:Pointer; 

TargetPoint,DummyPoint:Point3dpointer; 

Procedure showit(DoRio:Boolean); 

Var counter:lnteger; 

Oummy:PosDepthPointer; 

Begin 

Reset(Polyfile); 

Oummy:=DiskPDL; 
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While Dummy<> nil do 

Begin 

Mark(Mem1); 

Dshowpoly.Init(Cs); 

Dshowpoly.Wireframe:=False; 
Seek(Polyfile,oummy~.i-1); 

Read(Polyfile,Pointfile); 

For counter:=1 to 5 do 

Dshowpoly.Add(New(Point3dPointer, Init(PointFile.Points[counter,1l, 

Pointfile.Points[counter,2], 

PointFile.Points[counter,3l, 

cs,nil))); 

Dshowpoly.Color:=PointFile.Color; 

Dshowpoly.Upsidedown; 

Dshowpoly.BlackWhite:=BlackWhite; 

Dshowpoly.Show; 

If Dshowpoly.xmax>Xmax then Xmax:=Dshowpoly.xmax; 

If Dshowpoly.xmin<Xmin then Xmin:=Dshowpoly.xmin; 

If Dshowpoly.ymax>Ymax then Ymax:=Dshowpoly.ymax; 

If Dshowpoly.ymin<Ymin then Ymin:=Dshowpoly.ymin; 

Dshowpoly.Done; 

Release(mem1); 

Dummy:=Dummy~.Prev; 

Eoo; 
Close(Polyfile); 

Eoo; 

Begin 

Mark(mem0); 

If LastEle=Nil then exit; 

Assign(Polyfile,Filename); 

Rewrite(Polyfile); 

DiskPdl:=nil; 

Disktotal:=1;Conta2:=1; 

DummyElePointer:=Lastele; 

NpolyDisk:=O; 

While DummyElePointer<>nil do 

Begin 

DummyEle.Init(cs); 

DummyEle.Color~:=DummyElePointer~.p~.color~; 

If Pos('*',DummyElePointer~.p~.Name) <> 0 then 

InputfileName:=Copy(DummyElePointer~.p~.Name,1, Pos('*',DummyElePointer~.p~.Name)-1) 

+Streal(CycleNumber,2,0,True)+'.dat' 

Else InputfileName:=DummyElePointer~.p~.Name; 

Outtextxy(100,Conta2*10,Inputfilename); 

Assign(fileEle,InputfileName); 
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FindFirst(lnputFileName,archive,srchrec); 
If Doserror<>O then 

Begin 

Outtextxy(10,Getmaxy-SS,InputFileName+ ' File not found. Return to continue'>; 

Repeat until readkey=#13; 
exit; 

End; 

Reset(FileEle>; 

Counter:=1; 

Readln(FileEle,Xr,Yr,Zr); 

DllllliYPoi nt: =N i l; 

Mark(Mem1); 

While Xr<>maxint do 

Begin 

DummyPoint:=New(Point3dPointer, Init(Xr,Yr,Zr,Cs,DummyPoint)); 

If OummyPointA.xO<Dummyele.Xmin then Oummyele.Xmin:=DummyPointA.xO; 

If OummyPointA.xO>Dummyele.Xmax then Oummyele.Xmax:=DummyPointA.xO; 

If OummyPointA.yO<Oummyele.ymin then Dummyele.ymin:=DummyPointA.yO; 

If OummyPointA.yO>Dummyele.ymax then Dummyele.ymax:=DummyPointA.yO; 

OummyPointA.Index:=Counter; 

lnc(Counter,1); 

Readln(FileEle,Xr,Yr,Zr); 

End; 

Dec(Counter,1>; 

Oummyele.Pointlist:=OummyPoint; 

While not Eof(FileEle) do 

Begin 

Poly.Init(Cs); 

While Not SeekEoln(FileEle) Do 

Begin 

Read(FileEle,Node); 

Oummyele.Lookfor(DummyPoint,Node,Targetpoint); 

Poly.Add(Targetpoint); 

End; 

Poly.Upsidedown; 

Readln(Fi leEle); 

Poly.cs:=cs; 

Poly.color:=Dummyele.colorA; 

Poly.Xmin:=maxint; 

Poly.Ymin:=maxint; 

Poly.Xmax:=-maxint; 

Poly.Ymax:=-maxint; 

Poly.GetMinDepth; 

If Poly.Mindepth<>-maxint then 

Begin 

SortPolygonDisk(Poly>; 
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Inc(Npolydisk,1); 

E~; 

E~; 

Close(FileEle); 

Poly.done; 

DummyElePointerA.pA.xmin:=DummyEle.xmin; 

DummyElePointerA.pA.ymin:=DummyEle.ymin; 

DummyElePointerA.pA.xmax:=DummyEle.xmax; 

DummyElePointerA.pA.ymax:=DummyEle.ymax; 
Dummyele.Done; 

DummyElePointer:=DummyElePointerA.prev; 

Outtextxy(10,10*conta2,Streal(memavail,10,0,True)+' '+Streal(Disktotal,10,0,True)); 
Inc(Conta2,1); 

E~; 

InOut.Hidemsg; 

Screen.show; 

Name.Show; 

Showit(False); 

Outtextxy(10,10*conta2,Streal(memavail,10,0,True)+' '+Streal(Disktotal,10,0,True)); 

If Not Showpoly then exit; 

dummypoly:=lastpoly; 

While dummypoly<>nil do 

Begin 

DummypolyA.pA.show; 

dummypoly:=dummypolyA.prev; 

E~; 

Release(Mem0); 

E~; 

This method shows the system 

algorithm global hidden line approach. 

using the painter's 

It is designed to work 

for complex systems with a considerable number of polygons. 

The first part of the method sorts the polygons by depth. It 

stores their data in a temporary external file and associates 

their file position and depth information in a depth sorted 

linked list. The second part of the method uses this sorted 

linked list to display the polygons. It uses the Turbo Pascal 

memory management Mark and Release procedures after displaying 

each element to assure the availability of the maximum amount 

of working RAM memory. 

AddPoly and AddEle methods: 
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Procedure Coordsystem.AddPoly(Newele:Polygonpointer>; 

Var dummy:PolygonNodepointer;LocalPolygon:Polygon; 
Begin 

New( dummy); 

Dummy~.p:=Newele; 

Inc(npoly,1); 

D~.index:=npoly; 

D~.prev:=lastpoly; 

lastpoly:=dummy; 

End; 

Procedure Coordsystem.AddEle(Newele:Elementpointer); 

Var dummy:ElementNodepointer;LocalElement:Element; 
Begin 

New( dummy); 

D~.p:=Newele; 

Inc(nele,1); 

D~.index:=nele; 

D~.prev:=lastele; 

lastele:=dummy; 

End; 

The objective of these methods is to add polygons and 

elements to the system polygons and elements linked lists. 

The methods allocate the memory for the structures and update 

the linked list headers. 

SeekPoly, SeekEle and SelectPoly and SelectEle methods: 
Procedure Coordsystem.SeekPoly(i:Integer; Var Value:Polygonpointer); 

Var target:PolygonNodePointer; 

Begin 

Target:=lastpoly; 

While (target~.index<>i) and (target<>nil) do 

Target:=target~.prev; 

Value:=Target~.p; 

End; 

Procedure Coordsystem.SelecPoly(Var Value:Polygon; Var Index:Integer); 

Var Scr:Screen;PrevPos,Position,code,j,ly:Integer; 

DummyPoly:PolygonPointer; 

Indexes:Textline; 

OriginalPoint:Point3dPointer; 

menulist:Menu; 

Existent,started:Boolean; 

OummyPointBranch:Point3DPointer; 
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Procedure AddPolygon(Position:Integer); 

Var temppoly:PolygonPointer; 

Function Equals(Comparepoint:Point3d):Boolean; 
Begin 

If (Value.lastA.pA.X=Comparepoint.X) and (Value.lastA.pA.y=Comparepoint.y) 

and (Value.lastA.pA.z=Comparepoint.z) 

Then equals:=true 

Else equals:=false; 

End; 

Procedure Transferpoints; 

Var dummy:PointNodePointer; 
Begin 

Dummy:=TempPolyA.lastA.prev; 

While Dummy<>nil do 

Begin 

DummyPointBranch:=New(Point3dpointer, Init(D~.pA.x, DummyA.pA.y, DummyA.pA.z,Cs, 

DummyPointBranch)); 

Value.add(DummyPointBranch); 

Dummy:=D~.prev; 

End; 

Value.Lookfor(1,0riginalPoint); 

If Equals(OriginalPointA) then 

Value.lastA.p:=OriginalPoint; 

End; 

Begin 

Seekpoly(Position,Temppoly); 

If value.n=O then 

Begin 

Value:=TemppolyA; 

Polypoints.SeekCPosition,DummyPointBranch); 

End 

Else 

Begin 

Existent:=False; 
If Equals(TemppolyA.lastA.pA) then TransferPoints 

Else 

Begin 
TemppolyA.upsidedown; 

If Equals(Temppol~.lastA.pA) then TransferPoints 

Else 

Begin 

Value.upsidedown; 
If Equals(TemppolyA.lastA.pA) then TransferPoints 
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Else 

Begin 

TemppolyA.upsidedown; 

If Equals(TemppolyA.lastA.pA) then TransferPoints 

End; 
End; 

End; 

End; 

End; 

Begin 

Value.Init(cs);Dummypoly:=nil;Existent:=True; 
ly:=npoly; 

Scr.Init(10,Getmaxy-10-Trunc((ly+4)*Textheight('h')*1.3), 50,Trunc((ly+4)*textheight('h')*1.3)); 
Scr.Settings(True,True,14,2); 

Scr.Show; 

indexes.init(5,3,'Polygon',2>; 

Indexes.Settings(1,1,1,14,Lefttext,Toptext); 

Indexes.Show; 

Indexes.s:=''; 

For j:=1 to npoly do 

Indexes.s:=Indexes.s+streal(j,3,0,false)+' :'; 

Menulist.init(20,Getmaxy-10- Trunc((ly+2)*Textheight('h')*1.3), Indexes.s,getmaxcolor); 

Started:=false; 

Menulist.Show; 

Graphdefaults; 

For j:=1 to npoly do 

Begin 

Inc(Menulist.Options[j].x0,10); 

Inc(Menulist.Options[j].yO,Getmaxy-10- Trunc((ly+2)*Textheight('h')*1.3)); 

End; 

Position:=1; 

Prevpos:=1; 

Started:=false; 

InOut.Showscreen:=false; 

Menulist.Options[1].Inverse; 

Repeat 

If started then DummypolyA.unthick else started:=true; 

Seekpoly(Position,DummyPoly); 

Graphdefaults; 

DummyPolyA.Thick; 

InOut.rk; 

If ExtKey then 

Begin 

Case Dummychar Of 

#80: If Position=Menulist.Height Then position:=1 
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Else lnc(Position,1); 

#72: If Position=1 Then position:=Menulist.Height 

Else Dec(Position,1) 
Else 

End; 
End 

Else If Dummychar In [#13,#27] then 

AddPolygon(Position); 

Menulist.Options[Position].lnverse; 

Menulist.Options[PrevPos].lnverse; 
PrevPos:=Position; 

Until Esckey; 

lnOut.Showscreen:=True; 

Seekpoly(Position,DummyPoly); 

If Existent then lndex:=Position 

Else 

Begin 

lndex:=npoly+1; 

PolyPoints.Add(OummyPointBranch); 

End; 

Graphdefaults; 

DummyPolyA.UnThick; 

Menul ist.Hide; 

Scr.Hide; 

End; 

Procedure Coordsystem.SeekEle(i:lnteger; Var Value:Elementpointer); 

Var target:ElementNode; 

Begin 

Target:=lasteleA; 

While (target.index<>i) and (target.prev<>nil) do 

Target:=target.prevA; 

Value:=Target.p; 

End; 

Procedure Coordsystem.SelecEle(Var Value:Element); 

Var Scr:Screen;PrevPos,Position,code,j,ly:Integer; 

Indexes:Textline; 

Oummyele:ElementPointer; 

OriginalPoint:Point3dPointer; 

menul i st :Menu; 

started: Boolean; 

Begin 

ly:=nele; 
scr.Init(10,Getmaxy-10-Trunc((ly+4)*Textheight('h')*1.3), 50,Trunc((ly+4)*textheight('h')*1.3)); 
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Scr.Settings(True,True,14,2>; 
Scr.Show; 

indexes.init(5,3,'Element',2>; 

Indexes.Settings(1,1,1,14,Lefttext,Toptext); 
Indexes.Show; 

Indexes.s:=''; 

For j:=1 to nele do 

Indexes.s:=Indexes.s+streal(j,3,0,false)+' 

Menulist.init(O,O,Indexes.s,getmaxcolor); 

• I • . . 
Menulist.init(20,Getmaxy-10- Trunc((ly+2)*Textheight('h')*1.3), Indexes.s,getmaxcolor>; 
Started:=false; 

Menul i st. Show; 

Graphdefaul ts; 

For j:=1 to nele do 

Begin 

Inc(Menulist.Options[j].x0,10); 

Inc(Menulist.Options[j].y0,Getmaxy-10-Trunc((ly+2)*Textheight('h')*1.3)); 

End; 

Position:=1; Prevpos:=1; 

Started:=false; 

InOut.Showscreen:=false; 

Menulist.Options[1].Inverse; 

Repeat 

If Dummyele <>nil then If started then 

DummyeleA.Show else started:=true; 

SeekEle(Position,Dummyele>; 

Graphdefaul ts; 

If Dummyele <>nil then DummyeleA.Thick; 

Repeat 

lnOut.rk; 

If ExtKey then 

Begin 

Case Dummychar Of 

#80: If Position=Menulist.Height Then position:=1 

Else Inc(Position,1); 

#72: If Position=1 Then position:=Menulist.Height 

Else Dec(Position,1) 

End; 

Else 

End; 

Until Extkey or Esckey; 

Menulist.Options[Positionl.Inverse; 

Menulist.Options[PrevPos].Inverse; 

PrevPos:=Position; 

Until Esckey; 

JnOut.Showscreen:=True; 
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SeekEle(Position,Dummyele>; 
Graphdefaults; 

Menulist.Hide; 

Scr.Hide; 

Value:=DummyeleA; 

End; 

These methods locate and return the values of chosen 

polygons and elements. The Polygon and the Element Seek 

methods require as a parameter the index to the position in 

the linked list of the inquired structure. The Polygon and 

Element Select methods use a menu structure to input from the 

user the object from the objects linked list. These methods 

return the pointer to the address of the chosen object. 

Motion and GetMotionParam methods: 
Procedure Coordsystem.Motion(Ncycles:Integer); 

Var EleTempPointer:ElementNodePointer; 

AxisRotation:Point3d; 

Begin 

CycleNlllber:=1; 

Repeat 

Show; 
If SavePic then Save(Outfilename+ streal(CycleNumber,2,0,true)+'.pic'>; 

If Ncycles=1 then exit; 

EletempPointer:=LastEle; 
AxisRotation.Init(O,O,O,EletempPointerA.pA.cs,Nil); 

While EletempPointer<>Nil do 

Begin 
If Not( (EletempPointerA.pA.Xang=O) and (EletempPointerA.pA.Yang=O) 

and (EletempPointerA.pA.Zang=O> ) then 
EletempPointerA.pA.Rotate3d(Axisrotation, EletempPointerA.pA.Xang, EletempPointerA.pA.Yang, 

EletempPointerA.pA.Zang>; 

If Not ((EletempPointerA.pA.Transdelta.x=O> and 

(EletempPointerA.pA.Transdelta.y=O> and 

(EletempPointerA.pA.Transdelta.z=O)) then 

EletempPointerA.pA.Move3d(EletempPointerA.pA.Transdelta); 

EletempPointer:=EletempPointerA.prev; 

End; 
Inc(CycleNumber,1); 

Until CycleNumber>Ncycles; 

End; 
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Procedure Coordsystem.GetMotionParam(CommandFile:Strtype); 
Var CFile:Text; 

Srchrec:Searchrec; 

Counter,Niter:lnteger; 

DummyEle:Element; 

DynFileName:String[8l; 
D: DirStr; 

N: NameStr; 

E: ExtStr; 
Begin 

Assign(Cfile,Commandfile); 

FindFirst(Commandfile,Archive,Srchrec); 

If DosError>O then exit; 

Fsplit(Commandfile,D,N,E); 

OutFileName:=D+N; 

Reset(Cfile); 

Readln(Cfile); 

Readln(Cfile,Cs.Theta,Cs.Phi,Cs.Ltheta,Cs.Lphi,Cs.Scale,Niter); 

Cs.Theta:=Cs.Theta/180*pi; Cs.Phi:=Cs.Phi/180*pi; 

Cs.Ltheta:=Cs.Ltheta/180*pi;Cs.lphi:=Cs.lphi/180*pi; 

Readln(Cfile); 

DummyEle.lnit(Cs); 

Read(Cfile,DynFileName); 

While DynFileName[1]<>':' do 

Begin 

For counter:=length(DynFileName) downto 1 do 

If DynFileName[Counterl=' ' then 

DynFileName:=Copy(Dynfilename,1,counter-1); 

DummyEle.Name:=WkDrv+DynFileName+'.dat'; 

DummyEle.DatainDisk:=UseDisk; 

Read(Cfile,DummyEle.Transdelta.X); 

Read(Cfile,DummyEle.Transdelta.Y); 

Read(Cfile,DummyEle.Transdelta.Z); 

Read(Cfile,DummyEle.Xang); 

DummyEle.Xang:=DummyEle.Xang/180*pi; 

Read(Cfile,DummyEle.Yang); 

DummyEle.Yang:=DummyEle.Yang/180*pi; 

Read(Cfile,DummyEle.Zang); 

DummyEle.Zang:=DummyEle.Zang/180*pi; 

Read(Cfile,DummyEle.ColorA>; 

Readln(Cfile); 

AddEle(New(ElementPointer,lnit(Cs))); 

LastEleA.pA:=Dummyele; 

DummyEle.lnit(Cs); 

Read(Cfile,DynFileName); 

End; 
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Motion(Niter); 
End; 

The Motion and GetMotionParam methods direct the 

animation of the system. The GetMotionParam reads the motion 

parameters for each element in the system. These linear and 

angular motion parameters are transferred to each element data 

base. The Motion method moves the system using a loop where 

all the elements move with the motion parameters given to them 

by the GetMotionParam method. 

Autoscale and FullLaserPrn methods: 

Procedure Coordsystem.AutoScale; 

Begin 

If Abs((dx-xO)/(Xmax-Xmin))>Abs((dy-yO)/(Ymax-Ymin)) 

then Cs.Scale:=(dy-yO)/(Ymax-Ymin)/Cs.Scale 

Else 

Cs.scale:=(dx-xO)/(Xmax-Xmin)/Cs.scale; 

Cs.cx:=Cs.cx+ Trunc((Cs.cx-((Xmax-Xmin)/2+Xmin))*Cs.Scale); 

Cs.cy:=Cs.cy+ Trunc((Cs.cy-((Ymax-Ymin)/2+Ymin))*Cs.Scale); 

End; 

Procedure Coordsystem.FulllaserPrn; 

Const maxpixx=1920; {@ 300 dpi is 6.4 in) 

maxpixy=2400; {@ 300 dpi is 9 in) 

Xoff=100; 

Yoff=100; 

Var i,j:Integer; 

old,new:Csvars; 

OldB~:Boolean; 

Begin 

old:=cs; 

OldB~:=Black~hite; 

Black~hite:=True; 

If Abs((maxpixx)/(Xmax-Xmin))>Abs((maxpixy)/(Ymax-Ymin)) 

then Cs.Scale:=(maxpixy)/(Ymax-Ymin)/Cs.Scale 

Else 
Cs.scale:=(maxpixx)/(Xmax-Xmin)/Cs.scale; 

Cs.cx:=Cs.cx+ Trunc((Cs.cx-((Xmax-Xmin)/2+Xmin))*Cs.Scale); 

cs.cy:=Cs.cy+ Trunc((Cs.cy-((Ymax-Ymin)/2+Ymin))*Cs.Scale); 

New:=cs; 
Settings(False,False,15,0); 

write(lst,#27+'E'); 

For i:=O to 2 do 
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For j:=O to 4 do 

Begin 

Cs.cx:=New.cx·640+640*i; 

Cs.cy:=New.cy-960+480*j; 
Show; 

LaserprintC300,xoff+1280-i*640,yoff+1920-j*480); 
End; 

write(lst,#27+'E'); 
cs:=old; 

BlackWhite:=OldBw; 
End; 

This set of methods are used to create high resolution 

output using the laser printer. The Autoscale method 

calculates the value of the maximum display scale that will 

show all the system on the screen. The FullLaserPrn method 

uses the information provided by the Autoscale method to 

divide the full image into sets of screens to be printed side 

by side using the screen LaserPrint method. 

Destructor structure: 
Destructor Coordsystem.Done; 

Begin 

InOut.Done; 

Closegraph; 

End; 

This CoordSystem destructor structure uses the InOut 

object destructor structure to close the input files, and then 

closes the screen graphic mode. 

4.4 Examples 

Several examples of the use of the solid modeler 

described in this thesis are shown in the figures that follow. 

Figure 4.9 shows a double T logo used by Texas Tech 

University. The generation of this image was accomplished by 

first creating a 20 double T which is then projected along a 

direction normal to the plane of the image, achieving the 

appearance of depth. The final positioning of the double T is 

then obtained by changing the viewing and illumination 

parameters. Figure 4.10 is an example of using the solid 
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Figure 4.9. Simulation of the Texas Tech University 
Double T Logo. 
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Figure 4.10. Simulation of a Belt Driven Pulley System. 
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modeler to combine several 30 elements to obtain a more 

complex object, that of a belt driven pulley system. Each of 

the elements making up this system was created in a similar 

way as the doubleT, i.e., 20 primitives were projected along 

axes normal to the planes of the images to achieve the 

appearance of depth. Figure 4.11 shows the end result of 

projecting a circle, normal to the plane on which it lies, 

while simultaneously changing the scaling factor. The end 

result is an object whose appearance is that of an internal 

combustion engine valve. To show that it is possible to 

model the projection of a 20 image along an ascending spiral, 

the image in Figure 4.12 was generated. The last image shown 

in Figure 4.13 shows a pinion generated from a combination of 

projection operations. In addition to having the capability 

of modelling complex shapes, the solid modeler can assemble 

many elements and set them in relative translatory and 

rotatory motion. Finally, Figure 4.14 shows a variable valve 

timing mechanism. This mechanism is composed of several 

mechanical elements. The system is assembled and animated. 

A sample program with the animation of the system is included 

in the diskette included in the pocket of the thesis. Also in 

the same diskette, a working model of a menu driven solid 

modeler built using the presented database is included. 
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Figure 4.11. Simulation of an Internal Combustion Engine 
Valve. 
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Figure 4.12. Spring Generated Projecting a circle Along 
an Ascending Spiral. 
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Figure 4.13. Simulation of a Pinion. 
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Figure 4.14. Simulation of an Engine Variable Valve 
Timing Mechanism. 
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CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The objective of this thesis has been to describe the 

implementation of a 30 solid modeler using Object Oriented 

Programming (OOP) in Turbo Pascal. The menu driven OOP 

modeler permits the construction of mechanical systems 

consisting of many complex elements, while allowing relative 

translatory and rotatory motion between elements. OOP applied 

to geometric modeling is a very attractive alternative because 

it results in a more concise and straightforward program 

structure. Inheritance and encapsulation characteristics of 

OOP code make for fast and easy implementation of major 

changes. Moreover, any modifications to the code are easily 

identifiable. The main benefit of this OOP approach to the 

implementation of a solid modeler is the use of a conceptual 

approach based on the manipulation of objects of varying 

complexity. The end result is an easier method to 

conceptualize and code solid object modeling related to 

mechanical systems. 

by OOP simplifies 

The code reutilization framework provided 

the construction of complex computer 

animation models based on the previous described structures. 

Changes in computer technology, as well as improvements in the 

code can be incorporated faster using OOP principles. The 

modeling approach is suitable for incorporation to advanced 

engineering techniques like FEM and mechanisms kinematics 

analysis and synthesis. The solid modeler can be used as a 

starting point for the implementation of these engineering 

techniques. 
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